
50’s themed hop with neveah, laura, heart, draz 
 

NeveahCaine: *fails at holding still as i shake my hips in my seat*  

NeveahCaine: *just glares at Draz*  

laurabeforeyou: smiling at neveah....swaying in my seat at the orignal..... 

laurabeforeyou: mmmmmmm 

NeveahCaine: *grabs laura's hand and pulls her to the dance floor , twisting and spinning 

her *  

laurabeforeyou: giggling.....hand to my face as i blush like crazy....holding neveah's hand 

as i try to remember the swing..... 

laurabeforeyou: smiling at neveah....doing some version of the twist..... 

FoolishHeart26: smiles... watching Neve and Laura..... 

laurabeforeyou: misjudge a bit and accidently bump hips with neveah.... 

NeveahCaine: *smiles as you blushed as much as i do .  dimples deep in cheeks *  

laurabeforeyou: laughing.... 

NeveahCaine: *chuckles at the hip bump *  

NeveahCaine: music makes anything alright  

laurabeforeyou: eyes flash at Draz....is this a slow song? 

NeveahCaine: The sun is shining on you* smiles*  

laurabeforeyou: laughing at neveah.....hands to her hips as we shake all over...... 

NeveahCaine: *just beams as i mimick her movements hands pressed along my hips*  

NeveahCaine: oh god you're killing me with Elvis  

D r a z: watching the girls jive  

D r a z:  this is eddie cochrane  

NeveahCaine: sounds just like elvis 

NeveahCaine: See i'm not as old as i may speak at times  

NeveahCaine: *smiles impishly while twisting down and back up *  

NeveahCaine: the everly brothers  

laurabeforeyou: one hand in neveah's as i sway......eyes making contact with 

hers.....other hand shifting my hair behind one ear..... 

FoolishHeart26: lol.. I am not that old too.. but also love the oldies songs..  

NeveahCaine: *blue eyes captured the hint of Laura's eyes while a dimpled smile curled 

further along my visage. Fingers in your hand as I matched your sway step for step *  

laurabeforeyou: wearing a poodle skirt...... 

FoolishHeart26: smiles watching laura and Neve dance very well ...  

NeveahCaine: we should have a fifty's hop in here one day 

laurabeforeyou: and saddle shoes...... white button up blouse.... 

NeveahCaine: oh god i had to wear saddle shoes for cheerleading, bout killed my feet 

laurabeforeyou: swaying in time with the music...... 

NeveahCaine: *motions for Heart to come out *  

laurabeforeyou: lauging at neve.....fun to remember...... 

laurabeforeyou: yes....heart....join us! 

D r a z: winks at the girls  as they danceto bill haley  

laurabeforeyou: hips swaying side to side......clapping to the beat....eyes flash to Draz.... 



laurabeforeyou: smiling..... 

laurabeforeyou: watching neveah 

NeveahCaine: *sings as i sashay the sinful swell of hips  * shake rattle and roll  

laurabeforeyou: go 

FoolishHeart26: giggles and joins the fun dancing.... I must warn you though...I might 

hurt you two..!  giggles 

hotcajunmale: sit and watch the women dance..... damn they can move them hips 

laurabeforeyou: shaking hips more and more...... 

D r a z: laffs  

NeveahCaine: *just smiles at Laura before spinnging about sending the hem of a poodle 

skirt to flare up and out only to fall back down *  

NeveahCaine: shakee rattle and roll  

D r a z: shake rattle and roll 

FoolishHeart26: snaps my fingers and does some twisting and spinning here and there... 

shake rattle and roll..! 

laurabeforeyou: spinning my poodle skirt up too.... 

NeveahCaine: Heart I've got curves, I'm well padded  

TimeTraveller_1: gm Draz...........seems Ive arrived at the right time  

NeveahCaine: oh god Richie valenz 

D r a z: yes tt you areback in the 1950s 

laurabeforeyou: laughing at neveah as i fall back against her..... 

laurabeforeyou: snapping my fingers......hips grinding back against neveah.....laughing..... 

NeveahCaine: *catches laura just beneath the arms as her leg flies up briefly *  

NeveahCaine: *shoulder shimmies against Laura and then back against Heart *  

laurabeforeyou: eyes flashing.....happy to move to the music......so glad neveah caught 

me!  looking up at her gratefully.... 

D r a z: laffs 

laurabeforeyou: eyes make contact..... 

laurabeforeyou: doing some modified hulu moves......hips rolling as i sing 

along......screaming out "BOMBA' 

NeveahCaine: *captures the gaze as blue eyes hold a hint of a sparkle ,the smile ever 

pressent *  

FoolishHeart26: shimmies my shoulders back and forth.. and from side to side.. smiling at 

Laura and Neve...  

NeveahCaine: Great balls of Fireeeeeeeeee 

FoolishHeart26: head bangs and rocks my body to this tuneeeee....  

laurabeforeyou: OMG......eyes locked on neveah as i mouth the words.....great balls of 

fire....eyes flashing..... 

D r a z: goodness gracious  ,great balls of fire  

laurabeforeyou: elbows by my side as i swing and twist...... 

laurabeforeyou: air piano playing.......laughing.... 

NeveahCaine: *peeks over at Draz and goes to pull him to the floor with us *  

NeveahCaine: Kiss me babehhhhh 

D r a z: whoa  ,,,,,,great shaking going on  



NeveahCaine: you're fineeeeeeeee 

laurabeforeyou: holds hands with neveah and draz and heart..... a circle as we dance 

together 

NeveahCaine: *wrinkles my nose as i mouth the words , the tempo changing as i pulled 

Heart closer *  

D r a z: twists down and up swing legs right and left  

D r a z:   keep a knocking  

laurabeforeyou: clapping......watching Draz.....wow!  what moves!   offer him my hand...... 

FoolishHeart26: snaps my fingers and hips in rhymr to the beat..... shaking my booty 

closer to Neve.. and giggles 

laurabeforeyou: as i dance with him....in beat with the music..... 

D r a z:  slides both legs apart and bounces in the splits  before spring up and shaking my 

hips wildly  

NeveahCaine: *twists down ,and back up joining heart in a fit of giggles *  

NeveahCaine: *azure hues locked on Draz as he has the moves ,smiling impishly*  

laurabeforeyou: both hands in draz's ......he twists them over our heads.....flips me over 

his shoulder...then pulls me between his legs......my poodle skirt bunches at my 

waist........ 

NeveahCaine: woooooohoooooo 

FoolishHeart26: holds Neve's left hand and twists... side to side with her...  

FoolishHeart26: wohhoooo DRaz...!!!!  

NeveahCaine: rock around the clock  

laurabeforeyou: i bounce up.....smooth my skirt......loooking around....hoping no one 

noticed...... 

D r a z:  swings around with laura   and swings her through my legs ,.turns round on my 

heels and tugs her back curling her into my arms  ,.,before I swing her out  

laurabeforeyou: then start dancing.....one foot then then other....shoulders swaying ..... 

FoolishHeart26: jumps amd rocks my body wilder to the tuneeeee... spins Neve around 

and round the clock tonight.... smiless 

D r a z:  and swing her under my arm spinning  

D r a z:    w e gonna rock tonight 

laurabeforeyou: peck draz on the cheek before he spins me away again.... 

laurabeforeyou: mmmmmm happily dancing to the beat.... 

laurabeforeyou: eyes flashing my love and enjoyment of thiis...... 

laurabeforeyou: hips swaying and rolling to the beat..... 

NeveahCaine: *is spun out , and pulled back in, hair flying out like a wave of dark silk , 

hands in hearts as we moved* 

D r a z:  smiles and  shale my hips and pushes my fingers througih my hair before 

twisting down to the floor     and springing up and twisting her round under my arm  

laurabeforeyou: mmmmmmmm chest heaving......hand on draz's shoulder.....as i press 

against him in a slow dance.... 

laurabeforeyou: i look in his eyes..... 

NeveahCaine: little runaway 

D r a z: grins as i hold laura around the waist and shake her hips to the beat   as she looks 



in my eyes  

FoolishHeart26: smiles and sways slower as the song changes... and skips and holds Neve 

hips... dancing... run run runaway... giggles 

laurabeforeyou: letting draz lead me in our slow dance......heart fluttering feeling his 

strong hand around my waist..... 

laurabeforeyou: my little runaway...... 

NeveahCaine: *your hands fell along a swell of hips while mine fell along your shoulders, 

eyes lifted as the music slowed and we moved *  

NeveahCaine: oh i know this is Elvis  

D r a z:  smiles as i swing around on a heel    and twists laura around with me    

laurabeforeyou: smililng......as the song ends.....slump against him....... 

laurabeforeyou: mmmmmmmmm picks up the pace....happy to fast dance with draz..... 

NeveahCaine: *steps back and then back in , hands clapping to the beat *  

D r a z:  holds laura tight to me  as my hips rock right ty and left  

laurabeforeyou: both hands in his as we swing and twist...... 

laurabeforeyou: straddle his thigh despite my poodle dress......hips rolling against 

his.....eyes looking at him......feeling naughty..... 

laurabeforeyou: blushing as i hear the high class lyrics.... 

D r a z:   grins as i swing laura through my legs ,,,,turns around and picks her  up .legs 

around my waist ,,down to the floor , then slides her out to arms length and then back 

again 

FoolishHeart26: mmmmmmm....clapss and hops in and out in time with Neve's graceful 

movements... twisting my body some.. smiling 

laurabeforeyou: no wonder they tried to stop this music....it makes you dance!  

<laughing> 

NeveahCaine: *mimicks Elvis hip thrusts and watches heart's body move in time, giggling 

*  

laurabeforeyou: trying to keep up with draz......love feeling like his rag doll on the dance 

floor..... 

D r a z: we going to rock it up,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, and thrusts to the beat ,,,,,,,,, 

laurabeforeyou: ankles lock around draz's waist as he holds me.....one hand to his 

face.....caressing his cheek...wiping a bead of sweat..... 

laurabeforeyou: both hands lock behind draz's neck..... 

D r a z:  smiles as we  twist and turn around the room ,,,,,,,,,     

FoolishHeart26: pouts my lips to Neve as I snap my hips and shoulders up and down... 

finger pointing at her as I dance to Elvis.. giggles 

D r a z:   we going to rip it up 

NeveahCaine: *swears you all to an oath that I don't ever get out of my shadows and 

dance *  

D r a z:    laffsss 

laurabeforeyou: feeling draz's powerful arms holding me so secure......as the dance 

continues..... 

FoolishHeart26: giggles @ Neve... uhuhhh 

D r a z:  winks at  neve 



D r a z:  nota word 

laurabeforeyou: smiling at Neveah..... 

laurabeforeyou: and heart..... 

laurabeforeyou: all of us having such fun!...... 

laurabeforeyou: dancing..... 

NeveahCaine: *sees that pouting lip of Hearts and just smiles  while following her 

movements , lips persing up ,hands on my hips as i rock to the beat. *  

D r a z:   grins holding  laura close as we  step around the room and  shake the hips to the 

beat  

NeveahCaine: *grins impishly at Draz, laura and Heart, color on my cheeks* thank you , 

i've got a rep to protect 

D r a z:     haha yes 

laurabeforeyou: draz's hands to my waist.....as he lifts me up and my feet hit the ground 

for just a second before he lifts me up to his other side..... 

FoolishHeart26: smiles back to Laura ... and winks... feeling the beats make sme happy 

feet... giggles 

NeveahCaine: i will always be in your debt Draz* smiles*  

laurabeforeyou: hips rolling bumping in a fun rhythm against draz........ 

laurabeforeyou: remembering sweet 16..... 

D r a z:    swings laura over  my thigh    and hovers over her shaking my shoulders  ,., 

before pulling her upright and swing her round and round  

NeveahCaine: wheeeewwwwwww 

laurabeforeyou: whole body moving in time with the beat......upright in front of 

Draz......eyes wide with enjoyment..... 

D r a z: smiles as i look at the beaming faces 

FoolishHeart26: smiless to Neve... mhmmmm.. and I'm gonna need some water too...!! 

giggles 

D r a z:  great dancing   everyone  

laurabeforeyou: wriggling my hips....guessing i know what you like! 

NeveahCaine: Thank you three lovely souls for the dance * smiles and curtsies before i 

skip back to my shadowed corner *  

D r a z:   but  yes you know what i like  

laurabeforeyou: collapsing against draz.....catching my breathe....chest heaving.... 

NeveahCaine: Hello Andrea * smiles*  

D r a z:  hugs hi andrea 

laurabeforeyou: <blushing>  yes I do! 

D r a z:   l;affs and holds laura into my chest 

FoolishHeart26: and thank you too Neve.... smiles and hugss 

laurabeforeyou: wondering where I might have hid that chantilly lace? 

D r a z: laffssssssss 

laurabeforeyou: mmmmmmmmmmm arm in arm with draz to the bar......wow...... 

laurabeforeyou: glowing...... 

laurabeforeyou: so much fun! 

laurabeforeyou: neveah's idea.... 



NeveahCaine: *blushes deeply *  

D r a z:  winks at laura what woukld you like  ? 

laurabeforeyou: smiling at draz......you know what I like!  <blushing> 

laurabeforeyou: but until then.....maybe just an ice water? 

D r a z: laffsssssss ,,,,,,,,,ok  

laurabeforeyou: mmmmmmmm love old ray charles...... 

laurabeforeyou: that movie Ray was amazing 

laurabeforeyou: still swaying to the beat as i sit..... 

D r a z:   hard not to daance to the old rock  

D r a z: it was a great time  

laurabeforeyou: totally! 

laurabeforeyou: any excuse to wear a poodle skirt! 

laurabeforeyou: love those old retro outfits! 

laurabeforeyou: it was sooo much fun heart! 

laurabeforeyou: neveah.....thank you so much for getting that started! such a great idea! 

FoolishHeart26: smiless.. thank you Neve... and thanks again for that wonderful dance..  
NeveahCaine: *blushes deeply as i peek up * ohh i didn't do anything that anyone else 

wasn't thinking of doing , but your welcome 

 

 

Dirtyrpgirl lapdances 

dirtyrpgirl: slinks off of the barstool................................ 

D r a z:  watches as dirty sets off to dance 

dirtyrpgirl: feeling the blues............................uh huhhhhhhhhhhhh draz....................... 

D r a z:  hope you guys are watching 

D r a z:    you never know when its  yor turn  

touchdown366: she is always in my sight 

dirtyrpgirl: dances in little stutter steps over to td........................ 

dirtyrpgirl: as i lift my arms above my head, the jean shirt, rides up my tummy, exposing 

my skin as i dance in betwen his legs as he sits back............... 

touchdown366: watches her studder step 

dirtyrpgirl: snapping my hips to the beat, the tight white shorts, clinging to my body as i 

give you a lap dance......................... 

touchdown366: sees her exposed tummy 

Master_joe: I am here watchin g DG 

dirtyrpgirl: rocking my head side to side to the beat........................ 

Bee_passionately_blue: I am draz  

touchdown366: mmmmmmmmmmm dance for me baby 

touchdown366: shakes my head side to side 



dirtyrpgirl: slowly shimmies down, my knee's swaying, as my hands fall to td's 

knee's.................my shoulders swaying, my breasts, showing slightly from the open jean 

shirt 

touchdown366: looking into breast i mean eyes 

FoolishHeart26: yayyy I'm just on right timing..mmmmm Dg... smiles 

D r a z: watches as dirty enchants with her body ,,,,,,,,,,   those breasts jiggling in the 

shirt  

dirtyrpgirl: spinning around as i squat at his legs........................my back to him.....as i 

stand back up,slowly, my hands rubbing to my long legs..arching foward to give you a 

good view of my huney, in the tight shorts 

dirtyrpgirl: waves and blows a kiss to heart's cooter as i do some lap 

dances....................... 

touchdown366: smiles at that shapely ass 

D r a z: grins watching the shimmering butt  

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: watches DG and oh my 

dirtyrpgirl: bent over, arching my back as i push my backside to td's 

chest.......................letting my left cheek pop to his chest.........then the right......my hair 

hangs in my face............................ 

FoolishHeart26: peers at Dg's long smooth legs as she grind smoothly down on Td's lap 

touchdown366: mmmmmmmm feeling the presses as she does a slow grove 

dirtyrpgirl: reaching my hands back...........rubbing up the back of my thighs...............and 

cupping to my asscheeks..................giving myself a hard slap!!!! 

touchdown366: hears the slap and wishes it was my hand 

D r a z: grins as i see the slight redening of the hand print 

FoolishHeart26: tugs my panties down swiftly and catches her kisses..  tapping my crotch after.... 

mmmmm.. giggles 

dirtyrpgirl: slowly standing back up.............seductively moving behind td, as he sits , 

squirmming in his chair....................leaning to him, pressing my boobs to the back of his 

head, as i let my long, soft fingers trace to his jawline................................... 

dirtyrpgirl: my fingertips, gently rubbing to his lips....................... 

dirtyrpgirl: then.......................pushes from the back of his chair and looks around the 

room............................... 

touchdown366: feels the boobs pressing my head 

FoolishHeart26: smiles and winks to Td... you're soo lucky man..! 

dirtyrpgirl: stopping by the bar to get another sip of my drinnk................................... 

dirtyrpgirl: winks to draz 

Bearstormwhisperingwoods: now  i need a cold shower thanks DG 

touchdown366: watches dg get a sip hoping there is more 

FoolishHeart26: winks to Dg as her gaze passes my direction... gooo girl!! smiless 

dirtyrpgirl: looks over to joe..........smiling as shake my hips, my hands rubbing from my 

breasts to the crotch of my shorts.......................... 

Master_joe: yess looking back..trying not to stare 

dirtyrpgirl: snapping my hips, side to side as i lean foward..................the open shirt, just 

holding my breasts in as i fall to my hands and knee's....................crawling across the 



floor to joe.........................my panther like moves, make my butt slide left to 

right.......................... 

FoolishHeart26: ohhh myyy..  

Master_joe: mmm grrrrrr 

touchdown366: watches her moves as she shakes her money maker 

D r a z: smiles watching   as dirty  moves  on the floor ,,, a sexual animal  

Master_joe: feeling stalked by the panther 

Master_joe: no where to hide 

dirtyrpgirl: getting to joe...putting my hands on his knee's........................kneeling on 

mine..............as i lean waaaaaaaaaaaaaaay back, until my shoulders are supported off of 

the floor, by my arching head.............................my thighs open.........the tight 

shorts.................riding into my bare mound.as a cameltoe forms in 

them.......................and i just let my body be seduced by the tunesssssssssssssss 

Master_joe: mmm  

Master_joe: looking down at the wild cat  ...nice kitty 

FoolishHeart26: oh sweeet heavens!! 

dirtyrpgirl: my hands,moving to my upper thighs...............spread open and rubbing, so 

my fingertips are at my inner thighs...................tracing up higher...............and 

higher.......................until the meet the cameltoe............................ 

touchdown366: moves to get a better view 

Master_joe: staring now... mmm  

dirtyrpgirl: the jean shirt, falling to my breasts.........................exposing the underside of 

them , as my fingertips trace to the white fabric..................rubbing softly to my 

protruding lips 

D r a z: those fingers are just  caressing every where   ,.,.,. mmmmm 

touchdown366: oh yessssssssss they are 

Master_joe: yessssss they are...mmmm 

FoolishHeart26: biting my botton lip.. eyes following where Dg's fingertips wander..... fanning 

myself..   

touchdown366: offers heart some ice 

Master_joe: so sensual... watching the cat liek moves 

dirtyrpgirl: sitting back up on my knee's quickly......my hands on joe's 

knee's............................as i flip my hair, so it lands on his crotch........my face close to the 

cushion of his chair....................as i sway my hips to the tune....................and turning my 

face to his right inner thigh...................extending my tongue to his pants............and licks 

up.................almost to his crotch............then pushing myself from his 

knee's..............standing back up....flipping my hair back and spinning on my 

heels......................turns and looks around the room again............................ 

dirtyrpgirl: shrugs.....and dances over to bee 

FoolishHeart26: takes the ice from td and rubs it to my neck.. as her tongue teases Joe.... ohhhh 

myyy....  

dirtyrpgirl: lol joe.................. 

touchdown366: mouths im still here 

Master_joe: mmm 



dirtyrpgirl: doing another stutter step as my body gets inches away from 

bee......................... 

Master_joe: ice melts instantly  wonder why 

D r a z: looks to bee  ,,,,,,,,,,,, are  you still with us ? 

dirtyrpgirl: waits........................ 

Master_joe: tries to move to bees place... 

vazziy: *walks in takes a seat  *  

touchdown366: walks over to dg with a 50 in my mouth 

dirtyrpgirl: shrugs........no bee either.....giggles and spins around, looking at the room 

again..................swaying seductively to the music 

Master_joe: fighting heart for the bee impersonation  

dirtyrpgirl: giggles at td............................ 

Bee_passionately_blue: I with care admire the beauty of your figure as you tease and 

saunter in a sensual way  

touchdown366: hoping she takes with her mouth 

dirtyrpgirl: then moves in front of him as he holds the bill in his 

mouth......................lifting my right foot to the arm of his chair 

touchdown366: watches as her right foot is on the arm of my chair 

Bee_passionately_blue: admires the way that dg has moved infront of td and teases him 

as I grin  

touchdown366: with the 50 still in my mouth 

dirtyrpgirl: then..........................puttng my hands to the hem of my shorts....pulling it up 

as far as it will go...................so close to exposing my love...............and whispers to 

td.............why dontcha , just slip it in there?.......smiling 

dirtyrpgirl: no hands!!!! 

dirtyrpgirl: lets see what kinda talent you have!!!! 

Master_joe: no hands she said 

touchdown366: lower my head and slips it in at her request 

touchdown366: smells her sweet body as i do 

dirtyrpgirl: arching my backside, moveing my crotch closer to your face................all the 

help your gonna get budddy.your chance to shine here!!!........giggles 

Master_joe:    

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmm, watching as you steady the bill and move it 

slightly closer......................... 

touchdown366: moves my head and slides it closer to where she wants it 

dirtyrpgirl: putting my left hand on the top of your head.....so close td!!!.............do 

it!!!....put the bill right there!!!! 

FoolishHeart26: mmmm.. show her what you've got Td...  

FoolishHeart26: lol Joe... don't be sad....   

dirtyrpgirl: holding the tight fanric of the shorts...ready to snap it to the 

bill........................... 

touchdown366: pushes the bill in her pants 

vazziy: *thinking i need another drink ( 



dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmmm, feeling your hot breath to my inner thighs, 

watching as the bill jiggles some 

FoolishHeart26: with lots of ice.. huh vazziy? winks 

vazziy: Yess, and liquor 

dirtyrpgirl: snaps the shorts fabric to the bill, clenching it to my skin and the 

fabric................................. 

touchdown366: slowly moves my head back up taking in your hot saultyr body 

D r a z: grins watching the bill snapped in place 

dirtyrpgirl: wooooooohooooo td!!!!....dropping my foot back to the floor, dancinf as the 

bill hangs from the crotch of my shorts 

touchdown366: looks her in the eye and smiles 

touchdown366: knowing i achived my target 

dirtyrpgirl: moving my hands to grab the bill.................puting it to the crotch of the 

shorts, reaching back behind me, grabbing the othe end.........bending foward and kisses 

you as i rub the bill back and forth , over the shorts, at my crotch...................... 

FoolishHeart26: wohoooo Td!! 

touchdown366: grant has never been so lucky i think 

touchdown366:  as i watch intently 

dirtyrpgirl: then as i smile at you......i slide the bill back into your shirt 

pocket...............here ya go..a reminder of this dance................smiles and spins around 

and looks around the room again............................... 

dirtyrpgirl: looks over at vazziy............... 

touchdown366: sniffs the bill and smiles as i watch her strut away 

dirtyrpgirl: you thnk you can handle a lap dance vazziy? 

vazziy: *smiles... looking over at dg* 

vazziy: without a doubt 

dirtyrpgirl: droppping to do a handstand.......the jean shirt, falling to my breasts, as i walk 

to vazziy on my hands, from across the room, my long legs opening some to maintain my 

balance, hand over hand, closer and cloer i get to vazziy........................ 

vazziy: watching dg make her way over, wondering where to start with her making an entrance like 

that 

dirtyrpgirl: and just as i get close to vazziy.............pushes my legs and lets them fall into 

his lap, my body following through, as i end up in his lap facing him.......my breasts, in the 

half opened jean skirt, landing right to his face..................... 

vazziy: sitting forward in my seat..  

FoolishHeart26: ohhh wooww Dg... ! giggles 

kelli-: giggles.. nice move 

Master_joe: A 10 from Gymnastics Judge Joe 

D r a z:  smiles as we watch the vazziy get the dirty treatment  

touchdown366: sways to the music 

dirtyrpgirl: squirmming in his lap as i put my hands to his hair, mussing it.............my 

thighs...............spread so wide you can just about see my lips as the tight shorts i have 

on ride up my thighs............................ 

vazziy: *looking up at dg .. smiles*  



kelli-: give new meaning to "thigh high" 

Master_joe: 10 for the mount...10 for teh performance...awaitng the dismount 

touchdown366: how was you night kelli 

kelli-: watching DG 

vazziy: hands sliding on to her hips  

dirtyrpgirl: puttng my hands to your shirt now, and as i sway my hps to the 

song...................leans back................my knee's pushing up to the sides of your 

legs.........................as my body arche's back, hanging from the edge of your seat, my hair 

at the floor.............as i just work my hips to the tune............... 

D r a z:  points to the no hands sign  

dirtyrpgirl: oh no no no.you dont touch the dancers!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

Gabriela92: only if they initiate it, Vazziy. 

dirtyrpgirl: flips back and landing on my feet.......waggling my finger to you, flipping my 

hair back....and turns to look around the room again.................... 

vazziy: pulling my hands back... to the arms of the chair.. marveling at dgs ability 

dirtyrpgirl: dancing over to gabi now....................... 

Gabriela92: broadly grins.... 

Master_joe: 9.5 on dismount 

vazziy: wasnt a fan of the dismount 

dirtyrpgirl: sliding in betwen her open legs, as she sits on a barstool..................my hands 

on her knee's as i lean in close..............letting my breasts rub to hers............................ 

FoolishHeart26: lol.. don't worry vazziy.  you're not the only one who got carried away before 

dirtyrpgirl: looks over to vazziy.......well now, you will know and remember, the next time 

you get a lap dance.......giggles, and turn back to gabi 

Gabriela92: leans slightly forward, adding a bit of pressure 

dirtyrpgirl: my body, arching to hers...............my butt pushing out as i roll my breasts to 

her's...........my face buried to her left shoulder..............licking at her collarbone............as 

i move to the tune 

dirtyrpgirl: slowly moving my hips in a sexual manner.........deep long arches to her 

body............and...............slowly,relcutently , moving back.................gently biting at her 

collarbone as i do 

D r a z:  grins watching dirty    as she teases gabri 

dirtyrpgirl: singing.....i'm talking bout trouble................... 

D r a z:    grins at little miss  trouble  

FoolishHeart26: smiles.. watching the alluring Dg as she seductively arouse Gabi with passionate 

movements 

Gabriela92: mmmm..... 

Gabriela92: tilts my head back and lets my hair sway back and forth... 

dirtyrpgirl: spinning around on my bare heels............my hands back on gabi's knee's as i 

lean back to her...........laying my head to her shoulder................rolling my hips to the 

tune...............letting my butt grind back to her crotch................kissing her 

softly.................. 

dirtyrpgirl: whispering to her...................... 

Gabriela92: suppresses the urge to let my hands run amok. 



dirtyrpgirl: pushing from gabi's barstool..................and dances to the center of the 

room............................ 

Bee_passionately_blue: watches the beauty of dg move - and how she commands the 

attention upon her  

dirtyrpgirl: then......races over to heart..............jumping up into her lap , as she too sots 

on a barstool 

D r a z:   smiles watching dirty  race over  to  heart 

dirtyrpgirl: sits on a barstool 

FoolishHeart26: yayyyyy meee!! giggles and holds Dg tight.. you still dancing??  

dirtyrpgirl: putting her hands to my butt, as my cheeks hang from my 

shorts..................uh huhhhhhh 

dirtyrpgirl: lap dances all around, sweetie 

FoolishHeart26: ohhhhh myyy... i didn't break any rule right... she put my hands right there...  

groping some... giggles 

dirtyrpgirl: my hands to hearts shoulders..............as i lift my feet to the side of her hips 

and stands up on her barstool........................ 

dirtyrpgirl: giggles..no you dint sweetie 

dirtyrpgirl: as i start to slowly dance to heart, as she sits on the stool and i stand on 

it............................. 

FoolishHeart26: looks up smiling at Dg... holding her protectively more so she won't fall over... 

mmmmmm.. such a lovely sight 

dirtyrpgirl: reaching up to the glass racks at the bar, steadying myself.................as i sway 

my hips to the tune 

Al_dente_: <notices the glasses shaking a little.... 

D r a z: looks at the stretched torsos over the bar   and winks up at  dirty 

kelli-: it wasn't the gl..asses I was watching shake Al 

FoolishHeart26: swallows some air to breath as her sweet scent intoxicates my senses 

touchdown366: looks for the oxygen for heart 

dirtyrpgirl: looking down to heart.........................then, winks to draz.......................as i lift 

my jean shirt up.exposing my bare tummy again.............and just rubs it to hearts lips 

D r a z: winks at dirty 

Kelleen: oh my smiles 

Al_dente_: Ah, but you are much more observant than I kelli.. 

touchdown366: wb kelleen 

Kelleen: thankies TD 

FoolishHeart26: ohhh sweet gezsusss..  i don't need mercy this time... just give me some strength 

not to break any rules and grab something I shouldn't.. giggles 

dirtyrpgirl: archiny back...my fingers stretching to hold the glass rack.................as i sway 

my hips and feel hears lips to my tummy.................stevie's song makes me feel so good 

Al_dente_: you could always grab it and not tell us heart. 

dirtyrpgirl: lmaoo heart.....jumps back of of the stool and hugs ya so tight...............kissing 

you..mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm 

D r a z:  smiles at dirty    ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,great dancing  ,,,,,,,,,BRAVO 

dirtyrpgirl: whew.................wiping my brow with the shirttails....... 



kelli-: smiles.. nice job DG ... applaudes 

FoolishHeart26: licking my now drying lips...    and mmmmmmmmm.. kissing her passionately back 

now...  giggles in between the kisses 

D r a z:  smiles at dirty  ,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,very well done  

dirtyrpgirl: thank you draz!!!!!....runs over and hugsssssssssssssss ya...great tunes to 

dance to too!!! 

Kelleen: stands giving dirty a hand  

Kelleen: clapping  

dirtyrpgirl: tanky..................... 

Bee_passionately_blue: thank you dg - clapping  

dirtyrpgirl: woohoo thankya kelleen 

FoolishHeart26: stands with trembling knesss.. wooohooooo Dg!!! gezzzz.. !!  

touchdown366: awesome dancing dg  

D r a z:   hugs and kisses dirty  ,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.  just following you] 

dirtyrpgirl: ty bee 

dirtyrpgirl: ty td 

dirtyrpgirl: well we did great then draz!!!! 

D r a z: ahah yes  we did  

dirtyrpgirl: thought the guys looked like they needed a lap dance....giggles 

Kelleen: smiles huggles draz 

D r a z: they sure did ,......... poor bear couldnt take it 

dirtyrpgirl: nopes...laughs 

touchdown366: best part of the night the blues 

dirtyrpgirl: i guess he got skeered!!!.....lol 
FoolishHeart26: the men needed some lap dance... the girls got the jackpot..!!!! wohooooo!! 

giggles 

 

 

Dirtyrpgirl and scarlett2 angel 

scarlett2angel: dances around dirty hummms can i have this dance? 

dirtyrpgirl: smiles...sure..... 

touchdown366: watches 2 sexy girls dance 

dirtyrpgirl: gets up and dances over to scarlett 

scarlett2angel: slips my hand into yours i wanna take you home 

scarlett2angel: winks i wont make you sleep on the couch 

dirtyrpgirl: smiles and sways my hips to the tune.................... 

Kelleen: smiles sitting at the bar watching them dance  

dirtyrpgirl: laughs...well ya better dont!!!..be the first and last fuckin time!!!...lol 

FoolishHeart26: smiless watching the pretty girl dance...  

scarlett2angel: moves into your arms smiles and sways with the beat hey pretty girl 

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmm..kisses you as the song ends 



scarlett2angel: winks spins her around then moves back against you  

scarlett2angel: we arent done 

dirtyrpgirl: starts to jump up and down, shaking my hiney to the new tune 

scarlett2angel: rocks against you thrusts my left hip as my right one moves back then 

pulls you with me as my hair brushs my ass 

dirtyrpgirl: letting my boobs jiggle 

Kelleen: watching the jiggles jiggle 

dirtyrpgirl: wooooohooooooooooooooo!!!............grabs your hip and just does a grind to it 

D r a z: watches the girls as they dance together 

makeyourthighsquiver: undresses dirtygirl  

touchdown366: heart care to cut a rug 

scarlett2angel: shimmys my shoulders letting my tits bounce winks and interlocks our 

fingers as our amrs wave over our heads 

scarlett2angel: hey now if anyones gonna undress dirtys its meeeeee 

dirtyrpgirl: shaking my hiney , steps back then moves to you, rubbing my body to your to 

the beat 

scarlett2angel: smiles twirls around shaking my hair bumps hips and giggles as we dance 

around circles 

dirtyrpgirl: dances all jerky like 

scarlett2angel: i cant keep up  

scarlett2angel: smiles jumps up down running in place as my tits bounce 

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm much better draz!!! 

scarlett2angel: breaths all heavy like smiles and slips into dirtys arms  

dirtyrpgirl: takes my lover into my arms...slowly spinning in a circle as my hands fall back 

to her booty and sways with her...our forheads pressing together as i just sway and gaze 

into her eyes 

FoolishHeart26: ohhhgezzzz... having heavy feet when the sounds is like this and you 

girls dancing...... but i must go noww... 

scarlett2angel: sways side to side with my eyes locked to yours...rubs noses and smiles 

as my hands cup the small of your back as we move with eachother 

FoolishHeart26: waves bye to David too.....  

dirtyrpgirl: feeling the closeness.................as out breasts touch, over our clothing and out 

thighs glide together 

scarlett2angel: fingertips slide up and down my lovers back 

dirtyrpgirl: stepping to your right side..as i lean you back ...arching your body as your 

hair, almost touches the floor...kissing you as i dip you 

scarlett2angel: winks into your eyes we sway to the slow beat my hips and tummy 

grinding against yours  

dirtyrpgirl: then pulling you up and hugssssssssssssssss you so tightly......smiling as out 

lips meet again 

scarlett2angel: mmmmmm dirty sways b rushs my hair on the floor as we shake it  

dirtyrpgirl: very enjoyable dance..as always, lover......smiling 

lilguy_206: a waonderful dance to watch 



scarlett2angel: brushs my lips to yours makes my knees weak but rocks my hips as you 

tug me to you  

touchdown366: sits at the bar watches 2 young women slowly dance the night away 

scarlett2angel: giggles rocks my hips left right and left as i smh at the red knob 

scarlett2angel: swats dirtys butt shimmys my shoulders so my long hair covers my 

shoulders while my hips thrust left and right as the song ends 

dirtyrpgirl: wb caramel..hugsss 

dirtyrpgirl: wooooohoooooooooo, jumps some from the booty swat...and just grins at ya 

scarlett2angel: cups the two bouncing cheeks as i bounce with them making my tits 

almost pop free of my top 

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm, yessssssssssssssssssssss.........just like that 

lover!!! 

dirtyrpgirl: rolling my hips, making my hiney jiggle and move to the tune 

scarlett2angel: wets my bottom lip with the tip of my tongue as i jump up and down 

squeezing your butt with both hands and lets you move us around on the dance floor 

dirtyrpgirl: my hands at the hem of my shirt, shaking it and lifting it up as i dance around 

you , all latin like........showing my panties under the skirt as i do 

scarlett2angel: rocks my hips with the new beat looks back at draz and lets my ass rock 

more now as my eyes smiles into my lovers  

scarlett2angel: squeezes dirtys bon bons bites my bottom lip and dances around with her  

dirtyrpgirl: wiggling my hips to the beat, my arms crossed as i follow my lover with my 

eyes 

scarlett2angel: pushs her against the mirror winks and presses my lips to hers as my 

body pins her  

D r a z: i watch the girls   shake theirbon bons   

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmm lifting my arms above my head..................my back and butt 

pressingto the mirrors 

scarlett2angel: mmmmmm wiggles my ass as my tits crush against yours as i slips my 

tongue into your mouth while the music makes me go ohhhhhhh  

dirtyrpgirl: my breasts heaving in my chest as i feel your body to mine 

scarlett2angel: pushs m y left knees between your legs smiles and runs my tongue down 

the left side of your soft neck nibbles on your throath and back up to the other ear softly 

puurrrrring as i push you against the mirror more 

scarlett2angel: steps back to look at the lovely body against the mirror mmmmmm ty for 

the dance  

scarlett2angel: spins around wiggles my tush and skips across the floor 

dirtyrpgirl: smiling to you as i stand there, arms still above my head...your so welcum and 

thank you lover!!! 

dirtyrpgirl: watches that ass as you skip away 

 

 

 

dirtyrpgirl: grabs my lover, and takes her to the dance floor 

scarlett2angel: stumbles onto the dance floor 



dirtyrpgirl: pulling my lover to my body 

FoolishHeart26: wtggg girl friendsss....! smiless 

scarlett2angel: wraps my arms around dirtys waist 

dirtyrpgirl: gazing into her eyes as the tune plays 

D r a z: smiles watching the girls dance ........ 

dirtyrpgirl: slowly swaying with you, singing softly along with the song 

Ivan_Skavinsky: A lovely picture. 

scarlett2angel: smiles lets my lower body move against yours as you lead 

FoolishHeart26: smiles at the lovely sight in the dance floor...  

dirtyrpgirl: spinning us both around....laughing out loud.......my hair flying back as we 

stop and sway tightly again 

dirtyrpgirl: letting my hips snap, feeling my crotch rub to yours, giving a little grind as i 

do 

dirtyrpgirl: forever in my miiiiiiind.......memory.......... 

scarlett2angel: giggles my hair swings and almost slaps your butt as we stop look into 

eachothers eyes and slides my hands up your back  

FoolishHeart26: they are a masterpiece...  smiles 

dirtyrpgirl: purrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrs and kisses your full, lovely lips , softly 

dirtyrpgirl: maybe we .found love...right where we areeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 

scarlett2angel: tilts my head smiles..we found love right over there ..points to the wall 

next to the bar  

dirtyrpgirl: hugging my lover tghtly and putting my face to her shoulder, taking in the 

sesnual fragrence of her soft blonde hair 

dirtyrpgirl: giggles 

FoolishHeart26: lol Scarlett... 

dirtyrpgirl: thats one of the places, indeed!! 

dan404a: damn i need a cold shower  

D r a z: whistles wiping the bar looking at scarlett 

scarlett2angel: winks tilts my head and grips my lovers shoulders as we dance  

dirtyrpgirl: sways my hips and steps back some, holding my lovers hands as i move to the 

new tune 

dirtyrpgirl: shaking my hiney to the beat...smiling to you 

scarlett2angel: interlocks my fingers in hers mmmmmm i like the slow beat 

dirtyrpgirl: shimmies down and presses my face to my lover thigh, looking up at her...... 

D r a z: smiles as the  beat  invades the two  girls  

dirtyrpgirl: then standing back up and wiggling my breasts as i shake my shoulders 

dirtyrpgirl: leaning to you and kisses you again....your hot as a pepper.............but smooth 

as a mexican brew...................... 

scarlett2angel: raises our arms over our heads as my hips sway with yours letting my 

firm nipples brush against yours smiles show off 

FoolishHeart26: smiles.. resting my elbow on the bar.. watching Scarlett and Dg 

hypnotize each other and the crowd..  

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmmm, rubbing my breasts left to right feeling your hard 

nipples over our tops 



scarlett2angel: turns my back to the show off..wiggles my ass and takes my top off 

scarlett2angel: top that lover lol 

dirtyrpgirl: grabs you as you fall back...............puts both of my hands over your breasts, 

like clam shells and wiggles them ...laughing as i grind my crotch to that sexy ass of 

yours 

FoolishHeart26: ohhh myy... bites my bottom lip ..  

scarlett2angel: giggles back over my shoulder at dirty spins my top around on my finger 

over my head as i dance in circles  

dan404a: notice the men went quiet     

Ivan_Skavinsky: Hypnotised, Dan. 

scarlett2angel: ohhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh baby  

dirtyrpgirl: letting your long hard nipples poke through my index and middle 

fingers...making a shocked look on my face 

scarlett2angel: wiggles between your fingertips winks and rocks my hips with the new 

tuneee 

FoolishHeart26: ohhh goodness..  

dirtyrpgirl: then, taking your top from your hand, and slides it over your head and doen, 

msacking your butt as i finish 

dirtyrpgirl: bad girl!!!....giggles 

scarlett2angel: winks i learned it from you 

dirtyrpgirl: laughs....ever heard of do as i say...not as i do!!!...lmaooooo 

scarlett2angel: jumps and skips from the smack  

dirtyrpgirl: mmmm rubs your backside as i look down at that sexy ass 

dirtyrpgirl: babys got back!!! 

scarlett2angel: moves over to dan leans over shimmys my shoulders and slaps hes face 

with my long blonde hair as the song ends 

dirtyrpgirl: yepsssssssssssss heart!!!!...smiles 

FoolishHeart26: feels like im on city of angels... ! 

dirtyrpgirl: watches as my lover tease dan 

dan404a: <<<< am loving the tease 

FoolishHeart26: smiless back at Dg.. and winks back... 

dirtyrpgirl: sings..i just want you to know who i am!!........................ 

dan404a: just love to join in 

FoolishHeart26: and you bleed just to know you're alive........ 

dirtyrpgirl: and i dont want the world to see my.......cause  dont know f they'd 

understand................... 

scarlett2angel: wets the tip of my finger between my red lips wiggles my ass at the d/j 

knowing shes watching an sucks my finger like i do something else  

dirtyrpgirl: woooooohoooooooooooooooo lover!!!...i love when you do that!!! 

FoolishHeart26: mmm.. such nice kissable red lips there scarlett. smiles 

FoolishHeart26: wb kenny...  

dirtyrpgirl: i knowwwwwww, right,heart!!! 

scarlett2angel: looking at dan ,,smiles as my small top shows off my firm breasts letting 

his see i forgot my bra as my shoulders rolls with the music 



FoolishHeart26: mhmm.. nods and winks at Dg.. 

dirtyrpgirl: my eyes dart from my lovers finger....to dans bulge...oh myyyyyyyyyyyy, 

lover!!! 

dirtyrpgirl: winks back to heart, smiling 

dan404a: and those perfict nipples pressing aginst the thin material 

scarlett2angel: turns my back to him winks at dirty and heart..lets see how big i can 

make it 

scarlett2angel: wiggles side to side and sits down on his lap  

dirtyrpgirl: heck yesssssssss scarlett!!!...lol 

FoolishHeart26: ohh my.. you know it's not only dan can see those yummm raisinettes 

over your top righ, Scarlett.. ? giggles 

FoolishHeart26: winks back at the sizzlin hot girls... 

scarlett2angel: waves my arms over my head sways my head with willy sticks my tongue 

out at dirty and lets my ass move back and forth 

dirtyrpgirl: laughs as i watch my lover.................you know what i say dan? 

dan404a: no what do you say 

scarlett2angel: the more i move the more of my tanned tummy shows  

dirtyrpgirl: i say......................take the blue fonted bitch upstairs..and fuck her brains 

out!!!...thats what i say...lmaoooo 

FoolishHeart26: mmmm Scarlett... smiles 

dirtyrpgirl: winks to my lover..laughing 

scarlett2angel: rocks on dans lap letting my top show off more of my young firm tummy 

lover how dare you  

D r a z: passes  dan the key to  room  19  

dirtyrpgirl: dare me hell!!!....lmaoooo 

D r a z: lafsss 

dirtyrpgirl: ya never dare meeeeeeeeeeeee!!!...lol 

scarlett2angel: draaz made u do it? 

dan404a: and i take the key ro room 19 

dirtyrpgirl: nopes...all meeeeeeeeeeeee lover....giggles 

dan404a: grabs scarletts hand 

scarlett2angel: i will get you back 

dirtyrpgirl: laughs as scarlett is dragged away...ta ta.......giggles 

D r a z: winks ............ have a good time  

scarlett2angel: takes dans hand smiles and moves to the stairs 

dan404a: oh i will 

dirtyrpgirl: looks at that sexy hiney as you go up the stairs 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Have a fun time, Dan and Scarlett. 

D r a z:  show him  the ropes scarlett ,,,,,,,,,,,,the cuffs and shackels will probaly have to 

wait 

dirtyrpgirl: you can try to get me back , lover...good luck with that!!!...lol 

dirtyrpgirl: have fun you two!!!....smiles 

dan404a: oh we will 

FoolishHeart26: waves to Dan and Scarlett.. have fun... smiles 



scarlett2angel: skips up the stairs  

scarlett2angel: stops at room 19 and wiggles my ass one last time 

 

 

scarlett2angel and Gabriela92 

scarlett2angel: winks back at Heart wiggles my ass and slips my hands around Gabi's 

waist smiles and flicks my tongue up her throat to her left ear pursssss and wiggles my 

boobs against hers 

FoolishHeart26: growls as Scarlett lips envelopes my ear.. shivering... knees trembling as we keep 

swaying 

FoolishHeart26: lol.. should we all mmmmm.. glances at Draz... nvm... giggles 

Kelleen: sits at the bar watching the room 

FoolishHeart26: winks at Scarlett...mmmm.. such a lovely sight 

scarlett2angel: smiles swats Your soft butt...runs the tip of my tongue from one ear to 

the other not breaking any room rules as i purrrr in Gabi's ear  

scarlett2angel: mmmmmmmmm hope you hear that..... 

D r a z:  smiles  .....can i get  you a drink kelleen ? 

Gabriela92: shimmies back and forth in Scarlett's embrace. 

scarlett2angel: spins around smiles back over my shoulder an bumps my ass back against 

your tummy 

Gabriela92: takes a handful of each of those sweet, tender buns... 

scarlett2angel: rolls my hips with the next song....my arms wave over my head making 

my top show more of my tanned tummy as i dance around  

D r a z: woo hoo scarlett 

scarlett2angel: mmmm Gabiiiiiiii...smiles at Heart and lets gabi feel my hips an ass as it 

moves with the beat  

FoolishHeart26: mmmm.. bites my lip as watch Gabi and Scarlett... winks and smilesss..  

scarlett2angel: crosses my wrists sways my arms and lets my hair flow down my back 

rocking left and right with the beat and whispers i need you 

FoolishHeart26: admiring Scarlett's hypnotic moves... mmmm.. smiles 

Gabriela92: slides my hands up off Scarlett's hips, and lightly grazes them up and down 

her slender, bare waist. 

scarlett2angel: crosses my arms grabs my top pulls it up and off tosses it onto the bar 

and lets my blue sports bra hide my tits as i roll my hips with the new beat..letting Gabi 

hold on tighter  

Kelleen: smiels watching the dance 

sara a9: watches the pair as well, a symphony of motion and erotic arousal 

Gabriela92: standing behind Scarlett, grinding my tight white denim short shorts into her 

backside, as my hands roam randomly around on Scarlett's tummy.... 

FoolishHeart26: wohooooo! Scarlett..! jumps and tries to catch the flying top.. ! gezzz! 

scarlett2angel: softly puurrrrrss as my lower body rocks side to side letting my long hair 

tickle my back while my arms wave more making my tits stand out more  



D r a z: great  dancers  ...good latin beat  

scarlett2angel: mmmm Gabi i purrrrrr rockin between arms letting my ass brush against 

her tummy and hips as we move with the music 

kelli-: wow Draz.. the girls are ganging up on you!!!! 

FoolishHeart26: claps my hands along with the beat.. gayly watching Gabi and Scarlett as they 

dance..  

Gabriela92: slips my hands up and over the cups of the sports bra, feeling the smooth 

fullness within. 

D r a z: scarlett and gabri dancing too 

Kelleen: and dancing well smiles 

scarlett2angel: smiles at kelli as i rock left and right letting gabi's hands go where they 

want 

kelli-: sits next to Draz and watches .. smiling 

scarlett2angel: groans archs my back and pushs into Her hands while the beat moves my 

ass in small circles 

Gabriela92: grasps Scarlett's shoulders and spins her around to face me... 

Kelleen: sitting at the bar bitting my lip watching  

scarlett2angel: mmmmmmm Gabi spins and winks at Her 

scarlett2angel: slips my hands down over her shoulders and rocks my hips  

Gabriela92: steps back a little, crossing my arms and grabbing the bottom of my tank top 

and pulls it up and over my head in one smooth motion... 

scarlett2angel: whistless 

Kelleen:    

Gabriela92: leaving my upper body in just an orange and black leopard print bra 

scarlett2angel: wiggles my hips and lets my hands slip back onto your shoulders  

scarlett2angel: mmmmmm nice gabi 

FoolishHeart26: yayyy... girlsss on fire..!!  

Gabriela92: gyrates my hips and tummy to the hot Latin beat as I swing the top overhead 

and shake out my hair. 

kelli-: growls like a leopard  

scarlett2angel: giggles 

Kelleen: i agree kelli smiles 

Gabriela92: leans back a little, letting my hair fall behind me and shaking my shoulders to 

shimmy by boobs at the ceiling. 

scarlett2angel: spins around shaking my hips as i wave my arms over my head again 

while Gabi has fun  

Gabriela92: winks at Scarlett and waves my Victoria's Secret Master Card at Scarlett, 

giggling 

scarlett2angel: turns back to gabi smiles and lets my hands cup my breasts as i dance 

infront of Her 

FoolishHeart26: shake your boon boon.. ohh la amigas..! giggles 

kelli-: she has enough for both of us Kel 

Kelleen: that she does 



scarlett2angel: loves a room when girls talk about my boobs 

kelli-: we could both be C's LMAO 

Kelleen: lol 

Kelleen: if yuo put two of my cups together they are close to a C i think 

D r a z:  laffsssss 

Gabriela92: slithers in close to Scarlett, letting our bra cups brush across one another 

with each sway... 

kelli-: we love you girls .. super hot dance  

FoolishHeart26: i wouldn't just talk about it Scarlett.. wouldlove to...mmmmm.....   

Kelleen: oh my watching each one rub the other  

FoolishHeart26: sipping my juice.. watching Gabi and Scarlett..  

scarlett2angel: moves up against Gabi..smiles and lets my hands caress her hips as i look 

at her sexy bra tilts my head kisses her neck and tries not to purrrrrrr 

kelli-: if you don't purrrrrr... I will  

Kelleen: purrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr 

Kelleen: and double purrrr 

kelli-: giggles 

scarlett2angel: runs my fingertips up and down Your back ..whimperssss and rocks my 

hips to stay in touch with your soft skin 

Gabriela92: runs a fingertip down the inside edge of one of Scarlett's bra straps..... 

Gabriela92: across her cleavage.... 

kelli-: opens the top button of my uniforn shirt .. it's getting warm in here 

Gabriela92: back up to the other shoulder.... 

FoolishHeart26: biting my tongue trying not to purrr as well... ohhh goddd you're so hottt girlss!! 

Kelleen: let me know if you need help there kelli smiles running my finger over my tshirt 

scarlett2angel: smiles as i rolls my hips with the new beat looks into Your eyes andwets 

my bottom lip 

Gabriela92: hooks a finger under the strap on Scarlett's right shoulder... 

kelli-: if they keep this up, her bottom lip isn't the only thing that's gonna be wet 

Gabriela92: pulls it down and over her shoulder, to rest loosely on her upper right arm, 

just above the elbow. 

Gabriela92: watches the right bra cup droop precariously... 

scarlett2angel: grips Gabi's hips as mine rock with the beat..blushs as i feel her tug my 

bra strap off my shoulder  

Gabriela92: not wanting it to fall, I lean in and take the edge of the fabric in my teeth and 

tug it slightly upward, drinking in the aroma of Scarlett's soft skin... 

Kelleen: i have been bittng mine the entire time  

scarlett2angel: mmmm Gabi tosses my head back making my back arch and push my 

breasts up making the bra slip down each one some 

kelli-: oh damn 

FoolishHeart26: mmmmm.. arriba chikas..!!!  

kelli-: yeah!!!  what Heart said!!!  

D r a z: grins watching  the girls  



Gabriela92: reasonably certain it won't fall now, I run my tongue across the bare skin at 

the edge of the bra cup... 

Gabriela92: wiggling it up and down as I move horizontally... 

kelli-: notes the disclaimer .. reasonably certain LOL 

scarlett2angel: grips her hips tighter groans an thrusts my hips against Yours smiles at 

the room as my hair hangs down my back and puuuuuursssssssssss from the warmth of 

gabis lips and breath 

Gabriela92: presses my nose gently into Scarlett's cleavage and takes a deep breath of 

her sweet fragrance... 

scarlett2angel: ohhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh myyyyyyyyyy wiggles my hips  

Kelleen: smiles moving over sitting by kelli watching  

Gabriela92: then slowly drags my tongue up her sternum to her collarbones.... 

kelli-: Gab can lick your belly button from there  

scarlett2angel: slips my hands down to Gabi's ass squeezes and lets a loud 

PURRRRRRRRRRR 

FoolishHeart26: ohhh goddd.. sitting restlessly in my corner now....  

scarlett2angel: mmmmmmmmmm she sure can kelliiiiiiiii 

kelli-: giggles  

Kelleen: waving a hand infront of my face to cool off 

D r a z:  grins watching  the girls  

scarlett2angel: wiggles archs my back and slips my right leg up the back of hers to 

steady myself as Her tongue makes me shake and push up  

FoolishHeart26: going downnnn downnnn.... ! mmmm... girlssss!! 

kelli-: turns on the fan and points it toward Kel and I  

D r a z:  phew 

scarlett2angel: ohhhhhhhhhh Gabiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Kelleen: leaning into to the wind with kelli 

Gabriela92: kisses my way down the collarbone and over Scarlett's shoulder until I move 

behind her once again 

scarlett2angel: gasps takes a deep breath ..looks around to see where gabi went  

Kelleen: wind blowing my hair watching leaning back trying to cool off  

Gabriela92: gently pushes the remaining bra strap own until it catches on Scarlett's left 

elbow... the bra cups only staying up from friction now.... 

Gabriela92: down^ 

Gabriela92: fingertips massaging the bare skin between Scarlett's collarbones and her 

boobs.... 

FoolishHeart26: dowwnnnn downnnn.... mmmmm. . shake it and rock it.. !!. giggles 

scarlett2angel: smiles rocks my hips as my bra shows off more with each gasp i make  

scarlett2angel: leans back more my hair almost touching the floor now as i let Gabi make 

my legs weak  

Kelleen: sipping a water purring as i watch 

scarlett2angel: grips her butt with my foot as my hips rock side to side 

D r a z:     grins watching  gabri and scarlertt 

scarlett2angel: waves my hands at the room  



scarlett2angel: and looks up into Gabi's eyes 

D r a z:  waves back at scarlett 

Gabriela92: slides my hands down until the sides of my hands and pinkies touch the top 

edge of the drooping bra... 

FoolishHeart26: winks and waving back to Scarlett... so love the sight they're making...  

scarlett2angel: blushs as i feel her hands cup my breasts...winks and pulls my bra down 

so it falls from my shoulders now 

Gabriela92: quickly slides my hands inside the cups, forming a hand bra with my fingers 

and palms over Scarlett's boobs as the bra is pulled away.... 

FoolishHeart26: ohhh Enrique...  baby i have this feeling...... i wish that you were mine......  

kelli-: eyes move around the room as the girls make it hot as hell in here 

FoolishHeart26: hello woof... just in time..! gabi and Scarlett are dancinf 

scarlett2angel: thrusts my hips up groansss and smiles as my bra drops to the floor an 

lets Gabi help me not get the lights turned off on us 

bigbadwoof2008: hi heart 

Gabriela92: dances slowly with Scarlett, my hands cupping and gently kneading the soft, 

warm flesh of Scarlett's lovely breasts.... 

Gabriela92: slowly and lightly massaging the surface in small circular movements... 

FoolishHeart26:  wears my night visioned goggles... ohhhhh myyyyyy. Scarlett and Gabi..!!!.. 

mmmm 

scarlett2angel: rocks my hips smiles shimmys my shoulders and lets Gabi make me tingle 

as my hands wave over my head then drops down around her neck  

Gabriela92: carefully slides my hand and arm across Scarlett's chest, covering the 

essentials with my forearm as my hand reaches the far breast.. 

FoolishHeart26: tuneeeeee...  

scarlett2angel: looks into Gabi's eyes slips my hands down to Her ass squeezes and lets 

her touch me  

bigbadwoof2008: breastttsssss 

Gabriela92: freeing my other hand to roam slowly and erotically all over her bare 

tummy... 

scarlett2angel: mmmmmmm dances as close to you as i can so no rules will be broken 

FoolishHeart26: wets my lips as my eyes wander along to where Gabi's hand is roaming... mmmm 

scarlett2angel: turns my head back to Gabi.....rolls my hips and cups her ass cheeks with 

both my small hands  

Gabriela92: fingernails sliding slowly across the skin at the edge of Scarlett's shorts... 

FoolishHeart26: mmmm.. biting my lip hard..watching intently..  

scarlett2angel: gasps at the touch of your sharp fingernails makes me squirm and look 

around to see where everyone went 

Gabriela92: reluctantly lets the free hand slide back up the tummy, reaching for the near 

bra strap and slipping it back over Scarlett's shoulder, covering that breast... then 

switches hands covering the remaining breast so I can slip that strap back up, too. 

scarlett2angel: tilts my head and lets Gabi dress me  

scarlett2angel: thank You for the dance  

bigbadwoof2008: brava ladies  .......... 



scarlett2angel: shakes my head so my long hair hides what my bra doesnt and steps back 

scarlett2angel: walks back to the bar  

FoolishHeart26: stands and applauds..!!! great dance Gabi and Scarlett.!! clapssss 

scarlett2angel: ty Heart 

kelli-: applauds the girls .. great dance 

Gabriela92: Follows Scarlett to the bar and kisses her on the back of the neck, thanking 

her for being so much fun. 

FoolishHeart26: great dance Gabi.. ! smiles 

Gabriela92: ty, Heart. 

bigbadwoof2008: almost had spontaneous combustion in here cpt 

cptfire35: missed gabi's dance?? 

bigbadwoof2008: got pretty hot 

FoolishHeart26: you just miss a great dance fire..  

cptfire35: damn 

cptfire35: i have no doubt. everything is bigger in texas 

FoolishHeart26: Gabi and Scarlett danced marvelously..! 

 

 

scarlett2angel: reties my top puts my hair in a ponytail as i look around the room  

FoolishHeart26: watches Scarlett as she skips... and her mmmm.... smiles 

Kelleen: waves to scarlett 

touchdown366: taps my foot to the beat and sips my water checking out what is going on 

scarlett2angel: smiles spins around as my super tight white shorts show off the curves of 

my ass ands my light peach top barely keeps my boobs covered as i dance around  

carlett2angel: winks at Gabi as she moves by me on her way into the dressing room as i 

come out 

D r a z: winks at scarlett and  and gabri  

scarlett2angel: swats her ass hurry up  

Gabriela92: slips into the wardrobe room and flips through the hangers.... 

scarlett2angel: spins around letting my hair swat side to side as i move around the dance 

floor  

D r a z: smiles watching scarletts hair fly around  

scarlett2angel: stops infront of the d/j booth first winks and shakes my tits at the black 

window ..before spining around shakes my ass at who is behind it as i move on... 

Gabriela92: finds a pale yellow thin knit top with spaghetti straps, and a pair of tight 

white shorts that match Scarlett's. 

Gabriela92: slips them on and struts back into the room, grabbing Scarlett's hand and 

moving to the dance floor... 

Kelleen: oh my smiles watching  

D r a z: woo hoo girls ,.,.,.,.,.you all looking so good tonight 

scarlett2angel: giggles oops to slow 



Gabriela92: piles my hair up on my head and holds it there as I bump my hips side to 

side... 

scarlett2angel: winks bumps hips as we take our side of the room smiles and winks at 

eachother 

Gabriela92: smiles at Scarlett as I slightly bend my knees, feet together, grinding my hips 

alternatingly fast and slow 

D r a z: such  a sight ,,,,,scarlett and gabri dancing together ....... 

Gabriela92: tightens my elbows to my ribs and shimmies in close to Scarlett, shaking my 

chest... 

Gabriela92: bounces one knee, keeping the other straight, snapping fingers with one 

hand overhead... 

scarlett2angel: unzips my shorts just a bit so i can breath smiles at Gabi an stops infront 

of td ..winks at him rocks my hips as my fingertips run up his chest as i wink at caramel 

shakes my uper body just enought to get him to look then skips away 

scarlett2angel: skips around in circles swats Gabi on her sweet tush as i move past her 

D r a z: laffs scarlett 

Gabriela92: walks over to GG's chair and touches his forearm from behind... 

greygriffin20: *turns and watches* 

Gabriela92: drags my fingertips up his arm, past his elbow and over his muscular biceps... 

scarlett2angel: winks at Trish ...stops next to bobo takes his hand in mine smiles and 

bends his fingers leaving the middle one standing out..... 

Kelleen: you going to play the pipes there draz 

xx-bobo-xx: smiles 

Gabriela92: up his shoulder.... 

trisha_29: smiles watching scarlett 

D r a z: laffs and swings in my kilt ....playing the pipes  

Kelleen: giggles watching  

scarlett2angel: wets my lips and slips the middle finger along my botom lip and tongue 

keeping my eyes on his as i purrrr and softly sucks his middle finger betwen my lips 

Gabriela92: turns my back and rubs my buns into GG's shoulder blades... 

FoolishHeart26: ohhhhh myy you girlsss... mmmmmm..! smiles watching the two gorgeous girls 

dancing..  

xx-bobo-xx: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm 

touchdown366: sips my water watching 

Gabriela92: moves to the side of GG.... bends forward and glances back at him over my 

shoulder 

scarlett2angel: winks as my tongue wraps its way around your middle finger winks and 

lets my white shorts squeeze my ass tighter as the music moves my hips left and right  

D r a z:  looks to gabri and scarlett   as they dance round the room 

greygriffin20: *tilts my head watching with a wink* 

xx-bobo-xx: what a sight 

Gabriela92: runs my hands slowly up and down the back of my thighs, just inches from 

his shoulder. 

scarlett2angel: tugs bobo's finger did i kill him? 



Kelleen: calls 911 for scarlett 

xx-bobo-xx: not at all scarlett 

Gabriela92: quickly spins back behind GG again, kicking the air and draping my calf and 

knee over his shoulder 

scarlett2angel: closes my eyes for a minute as my wet lips slides on your finger sits on 

your lap while my fingers slip into your hair tugs then jumps up spins around winks back 

at you then moves to my right 

Gabriela92: slips the spike heel of my strappy shoes in between the buttons of GG's shirt 

and touches the heel to his stomach near his navel. 

xx-bobo-xx: starts to get the sweats  

D r a z:  whistles watching gabri and scarlett  tease  so well 

Kelleen: smiles at draz the room is wild tonight  

D r a z: winks sure is   

Gabriela92: leans forward and puts a hand on GG's forehead... 

scarlett2angel: winks at gg as i run my fingers up Gabi's back as i move around the room 

letting my light peach top show off my firm breasts  

greygriffin20: *remains still enjoying the attention* 

Gabriela92: pulls the back of his head into the front of my tank top and slowly sways 

from side to side... 

D r a z: watches those breasts bounce with each step 

scarlett2angel: the beads of sweat forming on my skin making the top almost see threw 

an moves over to david stops leans over and rubs the tip of my nose to his  

D r a z: watches scarlett  warm up david  

daviddirects: smiles....shares a nose rub with Scarlett  

Kelleen: smiles sipping my drink 

Gabriela92: slips my leg off GG's shoulder and spins twice to the right, plopping down on 

his right thigh. 

scarlett2angel: smiles tilts my head as my boobs show threw my light top more shimmys 

my shoulders making my hair spal each of davids shoulders while i look around the room  

daviddirects: smiles...feeling scarlett's hair.  

Gabriela92: leans back across GG's lap, letting my hair sweep the floor on the far side 

scarlett2angel: steps back lifts my right leg wiggles my toes an places my foot on the 

back of davids chair ..archs my back thrusts my hips with the music as my hair brushs 

against the floor  

tigerzjill: holds kelleen's hand as we watch the show  

scarlett2angel: rocks my hips left right an in circles as if they can't make up their mind  

greygriffin20: *arm held out to make sure Gabriela slip* 

Gabriela92: bouncing my butt in between his thighs as I lay across GG's lap 

Gabriela92: then a few slow grinds 

Kelleen: smile leaning against jill 

D r a z: watches as the music invades both  girls ,,,,,,,,,,, hotter than hell 

scarlett2angel: winks at jill from across the room..... bounces up looks right into davids 

eyes tugs his ears an rubs my breasts against his face to make sure hes breathing 

touchdown366: looks at the thermostat  



Gabriela92: reaches up with my right hand, grasping GG's left shoulder and pulling 

myself up into a sitting position 

greygriffin20: *holds back the urge to move hands across the sexy dancer* 

Gabriela92: swings my left leg across in front of GG's knees so I'm straddling both his 

legs, facing away from him 

scarlett2angel: turns my back to him squeezes my knees and rolls my ass making it brush 

against his tummy side to side while my tied hair swishes left and right with my 

shoulders  

D r a z:  gets a great view of that rolling ass 

touchdown366: its a great view draz 

D r a z:  she s hotter than hell  

Gabriela92: scoots my backside up GG's legs until it's tight against his stomach 

scarlett2angel: runs my hands up my tummy over my tits squeezes them as i tug on m y 

tight top making my boobs show from under my top ..rocks my lower body with the new 

beat  

FoolishHeart26: smiles watching na Scarlett and Gabi tease the two lucky men..   

Kelleen: waving my hand wow is hot in hear  

touchdown366: gets more ice for my water 

daviddirects: smiles...sways to the music..  

Gabriela92: leans forward until my boobs press against GG's knees, and I reach down and 

run my hands up and down the back of his calves 

greygriffin20: *blinks and bites my bottom lips suprised at the flexability* 

Kelleen: thinking of the view GG has 

scarlett2angel: leans over grabs my ankles as my ass starts to bounce and touch down on 

davids lap some smiles and archs as i sit back up letting my arms wave over my head so 

not to slip off his lap... 

D r a z:  grining watching the girls entertain ,.,,,,,,,,,,  so naughty 

Gabriela92: straightens my legs and stands, sliding my buns up GG's tummy until they're 

against his chest 

Kelleen: they are Draz 

touchdown366: yes its a very good night here 

D r a z: we aint asking for much ..........just some tush  

Gabriela92: Giving GG a very good view of a little "Texas Tush"... hee hee. 

scarlett2angel: looks back over my shoulder at david smiles and lets my full body weight 

brush against his tummy and knees as i sway side to side waves my arms over my head 

shimmying my shoulders so my top clings to m y boobs more  

touchdown366: moves to another spot to get a better view 

Gabriela92: rocks my pelvis up and down against GG's chest as my boobs press into his 

thighs 

scarlett2angel: takes a deep breath at what i feel ...under my butt..looks over at Gabi 

winks and cups my breasts ..rocks my lower body with the beat of the tune an tosses my 

head back so it rests on davids left shoulder 

FoolishHeart26: bites my food as if it's the girls' thighs.. mmmm... giggles 

daviddirects: smiles....settles back..  



Gabriela92: slowly lowers my butt down into GG's lap and sits up, reaching up and back, 

pressing my shoulders into his chest and wrapping my forearms around behind his neck 

scarlett2angel: cant help but giggle ..as my shoulders shimmy left and right making my 

ass brush against davids tummy more  

D r a z: god almighty look at those bodies 

Kelleen: i know right  

tigerzjill: beautiful :)  

Kelleen: yes they are  

Gabriela92: pulls GG's head down and gives him a long, soft, promising kiss on the lips as 

I look deeply into his eyes 

Gabriela92: smiling as I slowly grind my tight little white shorts into his lap 

greygriffin20: *nips Gabriela's lip with a wink* 

touchdown366: welcome 

scarlett2angel: wiggles my nose at jill.....rocks back and to the left and right ...letting 

david feel my ass and back grind against him .....as the tip of my tongue teases his right 

earlobe  

D r a z:  smiles watching the writhing  scarlett  

Gabriela92: leans slightly back, letting GG stretch my lip out slightly before it snap back 

into place 

D r a z: grins at gabri      

Gabriela92: stands again, leaning forward onto the table, resting on my elbows, rocking 

my hips left and right in front of GG's face 

Kelleen: stands next to draz watching  

D r a z: those hips got alife of their own  

tigerzjill: standing behind kelleen my hands on her hips as we watch  

Kelleen:    god yes 

scarlett2angel: kisses your cheek slowly stands turns around and lets you see how hot 

this dance made me as my nipples show like im not wearing a top as the peach color top 

clings to my body smiles and kisses your forehead  

daviddirects: smiles.....taking in the sight..  

Gabriela92: lifts a foot and steps across GG's lap, letting my fingertips lightly graze down 

his upper arm and then forearm as I step over toward TD's table. 

D r a z: those breasts just jiggle and  shake to the beat 

Kelleen: heck jill we should get a table soon 

touchdown366: smiles as she steps to my table 

scarlett2angel: looks over at sker smh seeing your still here stops infront of you ..leans 

over places each of my small hands on your shoulders shakes my chest at you while my 

ass moves with the song  

Gabriela92: stands to one side of TD's chair, shifting weight from one foot to the other as 

I sway side to side 

Gabriela92: rolling my shoulders 

scarlett2angel: gez now he leaves 

touchdown366: eyes moves with her rolling shoulders 



tigerzjill: i think so :)  

scarlett2angel: plops down in his cahir 

scarlett2angel: does a lap dance on the empty hard chair 

Gabriela92: reaches down and tugs the thin yellow tank top out of my shorts and pulls it 

up to show my taut, tan tummy. 

FoolishHeart26: mmm watching the sexy ass moving...  

scarlett2angel: grinding up and down moaning ohh baby 

touchdown366: mmmmmmmm so tan and smooth looking 

D r a z:       grins and looks over at scarlett ,,,,,,nods over to jill and kelleen  table ....think 

they are waiting  

scarlett2angel: pushs my hands flat on the wall behind the chair rocks my ass up and 

down tosses my head back omg  

FoolishHeart26: waves a 100 to Scarlett.. why dance on an empty chair... hehe   

scarlett2angel: jumps up ok thats enought 

Gabriela92: holds the top up with one hand, just under my boobs, and lets the other hand 

roam over my stomach, fondling my navel pendant playfully. 

touchdown366: watches as she touches her navel and looks up at her 

Gabriela92: slips my fingertips one joint into the waistband of my shorts and slowly 

slides my hand from one hip to the other 

scarlett2angel: skips around to jill winks smiles wets my lips sits on her lap facing her  

touchdown366: the teasing is killing me because she moves so sexy 

Gabriela92: rolls my hips in an undulating circle as I slowly turn around two times 

D r a z: woo hoo watches those hips moveing around 

scarlett2angel: smiles looking deep into your eyes tilts my head and runs the tip of my 

tonmgue your your jaw to your left ear hope you like the room tonight.... 

touchdown366: watches her tun and turn admiring the total package 

Kelleen: smiles watching close  

scarlett2angel: gets up  

scarlett2angel: moves over to the bar i need a drink 

Gabriela92: faces away from TD and slips my thumbs into the shorts at the sides 

D r a z: watches the wild one  ,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,. what would you like scarlett  

pmike32: slides into a seat and leans back  

touchdown366: looking at that tight butt 

scarlett2angel: something with lots of ice  

Gabriela92: bumps my hips left and right in quick snaps 

touchdown366: eyes try and follow getting lost in her sexy moves 

Gabriela92: leans forward 45 degrees and quickly shakes my fanny. 

touchdown366: shakes my head  

Gabriela92: slides the thumbs around a little more to the back of the waistband... 

D r a z: Fills an 8-ounce glass to the top with about 1/2 cup assorted fruit juice ice cubes 

(orange, pineapple, grape, cranberry, and lemon) in festive shapes , adds 1/4 cup ginger 

ale and 1/4 cup seltzer, and serves immediately...the Iced Fruit Punch.... on Lab coaster 

to scarlett...See your drink here http://www.ladyanns.com/summer_cocktails.html 

FoolishHeart26: slides my card to the bar... Scarlett's drink is on me Draz... smiles 



touchdown366: nice thinking hot hot she looks 

Gabriela92: pushes down the back of the shorts until there's just a hint of the top of my 

butt crack starting to show... 

D r a z: ty heart  hugs ,,,,,,,,,till the bills  

touchdown366: my eyes light up as i get a glimpse 

scarlett2angel: ty Draz takes a long sip just what i needed  

Kelleen: smiles great dance scarlett 

D r a z: super dancing scarlett ,,,,,,,,,,,,,, winks  

Gabriela92: goes another half inch, until the top edge of my lemon-yellow thong shows 

scarlett2angel: smiles thanks  

touchdown366: notices the bright yellow 

scarlett2angel: whistles for Gabi wow what a yellow thong 

Gabriela92: pushes down the shorts another two inches, letting a bit of bun show on 

each side below the thin waistband 

touchdown366: reaches but doesnt touch 

scarlett2angel: Gabi's thong makes me want a lemon drop 

Kelleen: lol that would be tasty  

Gabriela92: glances at Scarlett and winks... that could be arranged. 

scarlett2angel: winks that way i could roll something around in my mouth like trish 

Gabriela92: that would be pink, not yellow, Scarlett. 

scarlett2angel: blushs  

Kelleen: hmmm you can drink it off me scarlett 

Gabriela92: stretches the shorts out a few inches, and lets them snap back in place, 

turning back to TD and straddling his chair facing him. 

Gabriela92: legs wide on either side of his knees... 

Gabriela92: forearms resting on his shoulder.... 

touchdown366: looks into her eyes and loving this move 

D r a z: my my my ...................sexy little thing 

scarlett2angel: td's gonna have to go into over time to make it threw this one 

Gabriela92: shuffles my feet in closer, my hair brushing TD's cheeks... 

touchdown366: feels her soft hair brushing againt my cheek 

touchdown366:  as i touch it 

Gabriela92: stands a little more and shuffles closer.. 

touchdown366: breathing heavier as she gets closer 

Gabriela92: pulls TD's head down until his nose touches my skin between my collarbones. 

touchdown366: smells her sweet skin 

touchdown366:  loving every moument 

Gabriela92: holds it tight to my chest as I move closer, dragging his nose down into my 

cleavage until it starts to stretch the fabric of the tank top's neckline. 

touchdown366: shutters as i look down and think how awesome she is 

D r a z: grins watching  gabri show off her sweet candy    

touchdown366: mmmmmmmm looks very sweet 



Gabriela92: reaches up and stretches down the neckline, almost to the edge of my 

areolas, pulling TD in tight until I feel his nose, mouth, and chin all pressed into the soft, 

warm flesh. 

touchdown366: takes a little taste with my tongue 

Gabriela92: giggles at the sneaky tounge 

touchdown366: pressed hard against her 

Gabriela92: releases the tank top and leans back, laying my shoulders on the table and 

my butt on top of TD's legs. 

touchdown366: feels her on my legs and looking at her intently 

FoolishHeart26: smiles watching Gabi tease Td and settles back to my good girl corner 

Gabriela92: swings my legs up off the floor, pressing the weight of my bottom into TD's 

lap... 

touchdown366: feels her settle into my lap and bounces alittle 

Gabriela92: drapes my knees over TD's shoulders 

touchdown366: looks down and lights up at the great view 

Gabriela92: lifts my butt out of TD's lap and bridges myself between his shoulders and 

the table, pulsing my pelvis rapidly in midair to the beat. 

touchdown366: my head spins as she pulses with a big grin 

Gabriela92: glances over at Trisha and Sheldon... I wonder what else he's got that's 

tasty, besides jellybeans... hee, hee. 

Gabriela92: reaches for TD's drink and pours it liberally all over the front of my tank top 

and shorts, turning the top into a sheer, wet whisper and letting my yellow thong frame 

my cameltoe through the soaked shorts. 

  

Gabriela92: pulls up the bottom of the tank top and shows the liquid that's accumulated 

in my navel... want the rest of your drink, TD? 

Gabriela92: drops into TD's lap as he finishes slurping up the rest of his drink, swings my 

leg over his head, and stands, giving him a kiss before strutting off to the changing room 

for a dry outfit. 

scarlett2angel: claps for Gabi  

Gabriela92: ty, Scarlett 

touchdown366: watches as she heads to the changing room 

scarlett2angel: your welcome smiles  

D r a z: stands and appaluds gabri great entertainment ,,,,,,,,,,,,,  

D r a z:  bravo  bravo 

touchdown366: Draz i think i need a new water please lol 

scarlett2angel: finishes sucking on my candy and relaxes  

greygriffin20:    

Gabriela92: ty, GG 

touchdown366: was totally awesome gabri 

touchdown366: enjoyed every second 

 



Poppy England_31  tango dance  

Poppy England: *flicks her tawny hair over her shoulders so websterace can have a peek at the 

way the dress sculpts her full breasts and her other curves  

websterace3: ohhhhhhhh my lovey  Poppy 

Poppy England: *grins at Draz and crosses her legs with a swish of the soft golden flesh of her 

thighs...  

natalie_uk_2: omg full breasts  

natalie_uk_2: gulps  

websterace3: mmmmmmmmmmmmm 

natalie_uk_2: <--- thinks she could get into a LOT of trouble here  

D r a z: smiles hearing the sound of thigh on thigh   

websterace3: looks closely at Poppy 

Poppy England: yes I like the secret lovers one, got any tango?  

FoolishHeart26: smiles.. thank you too, Ivan..! 

websterace3:    

D r a z:  grins  asi get  diferent viewfrom this side of  thebar    

FoolishHeart26: mmmm tango.. we'll see..! winks to POppy 

Ivan_Skavinsky: There are lot's of attractions to this side of the bar, Draz. 

websterace3: sucks on a ice cube 

Poppy England: *sucks her teaspoon suggestively  

websterace3: mmmmmmmmmmm 

websterace3: the heat is raiseing 

D r a z: smiles the silver shaped spoon slipping in the full lips . 

websterace3: almost falls out of my booth 

natalie_uk_2: wipes the drool of my chin  

natalie_uk_2: um not drool, i meant drink that i spilled  

natalie_uk_2: out of the corner of my mouth  

natalie_uk_2: where drool comes from  

websterace3: lol Natalie 

natalie_uk_2: shut up Natalie  

Poppy England: *pouts her lips and sways her body to the rhythm of the music play....throwing her 

head back....closing her eyes...  

websterace3: watches Poppy mmmmmmmmmmmm 

websterace3: think I will need more ice 

D r a z: cant help but see the breasts  rise with   the toss of  the head   

websterace3: watches her dress slide up her boots 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Hypnotised. 

websterace3: uncovering a little thigh 

Poppy England: oh my!!!  

FoolishHeart26: as requested, Poppy..smiles 

Poppy England: *parts her legs widely as she sits on the stool and presses down with her hands on 

the cushion between her thighs to preserve her modesty....  

natalie_uk_2: wonders why my eyes are synchronised with webs  



natalie_uk_2: too late dear  

natalie_uk_2: you ned to get your hands there quicker with a tight dress on  

natalie_uk_2: i think we now all know the colour of your paties  

D r a z:   places a dethorned rose  close to poppy's hand  

websterace3: tow like minds think together lol 

natalie_uk_2: giggles  

websterace3: two 

Poppy England: *arches her back and moves her body with the music.....  

websterace3: mmmmmmmm  

websterace3: ohhhhhhhhhh myyyyyyyyyyyyyy 

Poppy England: *reaches for the rose....and puts it between her teeth with a flash of her eyes....  

websterace3: wow 

D r a z:  smiles and clicks my heels to  the floor to the tango beat     as i watch   poppy 

take up   the beat of the tango 

natalie_uk_2: paties are panties btw  

natalie_uk_2: just to be clear  

D r a z: laffs we realised  

Poppy England: *swings one of her legs around the stool and slips to the ground, her heels clicking 

as she lands....  

Ivan_Skavinsky: I think the tension's got too much for Webster. 

Poppy England: *leans against the stool....bending a knee and lifting a foot....holding the rose 

between her teeth with fire in her eyes....  

natalie_uk_2: <- waits to get a peek of poppy's bum in the tight dress  

D r a z:  watches poppy as  she clicks to  the beat  ,,    and feels  the heat from poppy    

her  hips moving to the beat   

Poppy England: *turns and walks around the stool in time with the music, hand resting on the 

seat.....  

D r a z:  smiles watching the slow provocative strutt  

natalie_uk_2: <- wonders why she keeps licking her lips  

Ivan_Skavinsky: Encore. 

natalie_uk_2: hopes poppy will slip her shoes off so I can steal them  

Poppy England: *holds the seat of the stool and presses her hips towards it......starts to ripple her 

body.....  

D r a z:  grins to see  the shapely calves and  the flexible torso ,, pulsing sensually   

bluebear_1: good eyes draz 

Poppy England: *arches back...tawny hair hanging behind her....bending back....exposing her 

golden throat and the curve of her breasts......  

bluebear_1: omg poppy 

Poppy England: *grins and swings one leg over the seat of the stool.....clasps hands above her 

head and starts to slowly thrust her hips.....  

bluebear_1: watched every move 

D r a z: watches the up lifted  breasts as poppy        bends back  and thrusts  suggestively  

to the beat  

natalie_uk_2: <- is spell bound  



Poppy England: *holding the rose firmly between her white teeth, eyes flashing around to the men 

in the room....  

Ivan_Skavinsky: Completely captivated by the image of Poppy. 

bluebear_1: makes sure I have extra seat....just in case 

D r a z: eyes darting all over poppy 

Poppy England: *grasps the stool and brings her foot to the ground....takes the rose from her teeth  

Poppy England: *strides out onto the dance floor, tango walking....  

D r a z: taps out the beat  on the bar as  poppy moves slowly but seductively  ,,,,,,,, fire in 

her eyes ,,,passion in her body  

FoolishHeart26: smiles.. watching Poppy sensually dances her way to the dance floor.. 

Poppy England: *Stretches out her arms and spins on one foot, hair lashing around her face and 

shoulders....stops with a stamp on the wooden floor  

Ivan_Skavinsky: Four to the bar with the third beat syncopated, Draz. 

Poppy England: *sighs as she hears one of her favourites.......  

Poppy England: *spends again, hands on her hips....then steps forward....leaning down on her 

forward leg....lunging, down down down....  

D r a z: watches  as poppy stomps out a tango beat 

FoolishHeart26: eyes transfixed to Poppy's hypnotic dancing 

Harold_Rarius: sits at the bar and watches poppy...nice moves 

D r a z:  smiles as we see the big breasts billowing in the red sequin dresss  

natalie_uk_2: watches heart watching Poppy. Gets tingly. Again. Sigh  

Poppy England: *drops her body down onto her forward thigh...hair sliding forward.....brushing the 

floor......  

Poppy England: *pulls in her back leg and straightens...unfurling her body to stand with her head 

bowed...eyes lowered....  

Poppy England: *gently spins towards the bar.....  

Harold_Rarius: smiles and watches the spinning beauty 

D r a z: smiles watching the strong body spin and  step to the beat  

FoolishHeart26: winks to Nat.. and turns to look at Poppy's Tango driven movements 

Poppy England: *flings her body forward, crushing her breasts against the counter of the 

bar...putting out her arms....comes to rest....  

D r a z: heels clicking and stopping as she  comes to rest 

D r a z:   winks at poppy as i see her reaching prone over the bar 

D r a z:   smiles great little dance poppy ,,,,,,,, well done  

Harold_Rarius: watches and enjoys every move...leans back on his chair and sips slowly 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Fantastico, Poppy. 

Poppy England: *presses on her hands, pushing up her body....arching her body, throwing back her 

head again.....reaches for the rose....and puts it into her teeth....  

D r a z:  smiles as she rises with the rose 

Poppy England: *smiles and bows* glad you liked it  

D r a z:  it was great  poppy ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,thanks for  dancing 

FoolishHeart26: stands and applaudss.. Poppy..!! well done POppy..!! 

Poppy England: *slips back up onto her stool*  

D r a z:  winks  



Harold_Rarius: well done Poppy 

Poppy England: *sits, catching her breath  

natalie_uk_2: wow poppy  

natalie_uk_2: awesome 

 

 

NeveahCaine 

NeveahCaine: *sways to the music still in the shadows so no one can see*  

RocketManFL: carefully glancing at neveaj so that she doesnt reaize i can see her 

beautiful sways 

D r a z: you should always danceas if no one can see you ......for yourself  

D r a z: watchs the blues invade  neveah 

NeveahCaine: *leans against the wall and sways to the beat, fingertips teasing along the 

tautness of an abdomen, just at the base of my shirt. Lost in the music * 

RocketManFL: wtahces as the seduction continues 

D r a z: taps out the beat on the bar watching neveah  move to the blues as they catch up 

with her  

RocketManFL: sits and watches neveah intently 

RocketManFL: so sensual 

NeveahCaine: *the tempo changing to a soft lulling sway , my mind lost in the reverie of 

music as the wall becomes a hardened body in my mind. Hips roll slowly as the fullness of 

a backside presses to the wall. Slowly lowering down hips never stoping while one hand 

teases along the front of my body, tracing every curve only to capture the thick mass of 

curls behing my head. eyes lowered beneath a wealth of lashes briefly seen as smokey 

blues regard the room. * 

RocketManFL: unconscinceously sways to match Neveas moves 

RocketManFL: letting the gibson memphis strings invade every corner of the room 

RocketManFL: slapping bartop to beat 

NeveahCaine: *shoulders pressed back against the walls as i lifted up once more, hips 

keeping the figure 8 sway. turning my head to the side , eyes close again ,lashes thick 

along the breath of cheeks while fingertips danced along the form of a slender jaw and 

down the side of a supple neck only to tease along the valley of breasts lightly. No hint of 

anyone else in my mind but the music *  

RocketManFL: smiles appreciatively at Neveah 

RocketManFL: (and she says she cant dance) 

RocketManFL: hmmmmmm 

D r a z:  grins     watching neveah move to the music ,sensual    and erotic  

RocketManFL: has to shift in seat to make room 

RocketManFL: watching it all come dooown 

andrea_33: such a treat to see a dance of this caliber 

RocketManFL: in deed Andrea indeed 



RocketManFL: so sensual, erotic 

andrea_33: very 

RocketManFL: enticing 

RocketManFL: woooow 

RocketManFL:    

NeveahCaine: *fingertips danced along the buttons of a top while the other hand traced 

down along the hour glass shape of a body only to curl fingers along the fabric of a skirt, 

inching it up further. The supple flesh of thighs peeking from beneath briefly before it 

was released again to fall back into place. Emotions and heat rising within my soul as the 

music continued to wrap me in its embrace. The fullness of a bottom lip caught beneath 

my teeth while a fine sheen of sweat filtered along exposed flesh, glistening like dew 

drops . The sinful swell of hips once more caught between palms while they rolled from 

side to side. *  

RocketManFL: head bouncing to match Neveah's hips movement 

D r a z: smiles watching neveah ............all woman  

andrea_33: captivating performance  

RocketManFL: oh my yessssssssssssssssssss 

RocketManFL: clapping to beat 
NeveahCaine: *a blush rising along my cheeks as pal stole my inspiration. Eyes peeking 

to you all and lowers quickly * 

 

 

FoolishHeart26 and andrea_33 

FoolishHeart26: offers a hand to Andrea.. may I have the pleasure of dancing with you 

again..? smiles 

FoolishHeart26: tuneeee.. DRaz.. yes... thank you.. hugss.. smiles 

andrea_33: why certainly heart, , takes her hand,, 

FoolishHeart26: holds Andrea's hand and spins her around as we walk towards the dance 

floor... places my left hand around her waist and sways to the music.. smiling at her... 

andrea_33: my arms around hearts neck, stariing into her lovely eyes, as we dance ,,,  

FoolishHeart26: all you need is love..... love... love.... love is all you need...... humss this 

song to Andrea's ear as we move  and dance around.. smiles  

andrea_33: twirling around the floor, following heart s lead, her body pressed close to 

mine, , 

lilguy_206: dancing in sync with each others bodies. wonderful to watch 

andrea_33: heart is a fabulous dancer,, ive got two left feet 

FoolishHeart26: dacing cheek to cheek with Andrea... loving her sweet scent.. and her 

warmth as our hips swaying from side to side..  

D r a z: somehow i dont think its your feet heart is interested in 

andrea_33: kissing hearts neck softly,, my hands in her hair,,, moving automatically with 



the beat, my heart fluttering 

FoolishHeart26: bucks a little and sooths Andrea's legs and sides... sssshhhh to her 

ear...you've got an amazing dancing legs Andrea.. smiless 

FoolishHeart26: winks to DRaz... 

D r a z: winks back 

andrea_33: suppresses a giggle,, smiles at her , so very sweet to me 

D r a z: smiles you look good together 

FoolishHeart26: mmmmm... moans softly as her lips landed on my neck... knees starts to 

tremble.. holds on toher tighter  as I try my best not to fall while we dance.... ohhhh 

girlll... girl...... 

lilguy_206: wonders if they will continue to "dance" 

andrea_33: holds her tight to me, our breasts touching,,,  , one hand on her firm butt , 

smiling into her eyes 

FoolishHeart26: holds her left hand and spins her round and round the dance floor... my 

other hand on her hips.. and halts to hold her closer back to me...leans forward and dips 

her back slowly down with all my feminine strength...bends some to kiss her neck .. and 

pull her up again... swaying...  

lilguy_206: wonders who is getting more stimulated, andrea, Heart or all those that are viewing 

D r a z: smiles at hearts move...............very  hot 

andrea_33: holds her head to me,, shivering at her kiss and tongue on my neck,,mmm 

ohh hearts moves are so exciting ,  

andrea_33: legs trembling  as my excitement builds,, in such ecstasy with her i n my 

arms,  

andrea_33: feels a chill , wondering if the room is frozen? 

D r a z: smiles  watching andrea in suspense 

andrea_33: aahh whew 

FoolishHeart26: mmmm.. my hands running to her hips.. up to her sides just beneath her 

glorious breasts... and up to her throat... and cups her beautiful face as I slowly press my 

lips to hers... keeps swaying to the sweet beat...  

FoolishHeart26: smiles back to Draz...  ohhhh if you only knew how hot I feel right now..! 

winks 

andrea_33: our tongues meet in an erotic deep kiss, that makes my heart pound, 

squirming against her body,, heedless of the audience,, enraptured by the sooo sexy 

heart  

FoolishHeart26: whimpers and whispers Andrea's name as our tongue tangles and tease 

each other... feeeling dizzy as I taste her intoxicating sweet breath... dancing sensually 

slow...  

andrea_33: barely moving to the beat,, in another world  of sensousness, , so ecsatic with 

heart molded to my body , kissing passionately 

FoolishHeart26: mmmm.. fingers brushing through her gorgeous red locks as we lips and 

tongue molded perfectly unto each other as well.. swaying my hips slowly towards her.. 

meeting her sensual rhythm.. lost in lustful emotion...  

andrea_33: so far gone in pleasure and delight,, moaning her name,, , i lead her to our 

couch, and pull her into my arms 



FoolishHeart26: waves hello to rather as my arms wrap around Andrea's delectable body 

ratherbe: waves hello to heart  

FoolishHeart26: mmmm.. giggles as Andrea and I falls unto the couch.. still not caring 

bout the crowd.. kissing her over and over again... 

D r a z: laffssss 

D r a z: great  to watch 

andrea_33: our bodies locked in a loving embrace,, reaches for a quilt, that i pull over 

ourselves,,, 

 

 

 

FoolishHeart26 and scarlett2angel 

FoolishHeart26: dances around the bar to the boogie wonderland..  while no one is watching... lol 

scarlett2angel: im watching 

scarlett2angel: whistles 

scarlett2angel: winks 

blk_bull3000: careful about that lil skirt heart...grins  

FoolishHeart26: snaps my fingers to the new beat and rocks my booty some.... winks back..! 

D r a z:  winks at heart  

blk_bull3000: sits back and watches  

FoolishHeart26: lol bull... ! spinning around .. lets the skirt fly... like fhat..? lol 

FoolishHeart26: winks to Draz..  and dances around Scarlett.... smiles 

blk_bull3000: mm absolutely heart...grins  

scarlett2angel: smiles as Heart spins around me  

blk_bull3000: wonders if she is wearing white cotton panties  

scarlett2angel: winks an looks under hearts skirt ohhhhhhhhhhh my 

scarlett2angel: there not white lol 

FoolishHeart26: mmmmm.. glances at Draz...gezzzzz.. how can I behave now....grinds my back at 

Scarlett's chair...  

scarlett2angel: giggles  

FoolishHeart26: lol you naughty girl..!! 

scarlett2angel: looks around heart grabs your hips as you dance  

FoolishHeart26: mmmmm... snaps Scarlett's hands and struts around and facing her..... winks 

scarlett2angel: her hips are on fire bull smiles up at heart as she sways infront of me as 

my fingertips caress her back and hips while i stay in place 

scarlett2angel: ouchhhhhhhhh 

scarlett2angel: oh thats right the no touch rule 

blk_bull3000: i can see that  

scarlett2angel: smiles sits back and leaves my hands where everyone can seed them 

scarlett2angel: see 



FoolishHeart26: giggles... grips on  her chairand straddles on her lap... rocking my hips slowly up 

and down... grinding myself to her tummmy... my breasts to hers... mmmm 

scarlett2angel: mmmmmm naughty girl  

D r a z: laffs very naughty 

blk_bull3000: watches heart grind into scarlett as if she were a dick..lol  

scarlett2angel: whistles and looks to one side look at this draz 

D r a z: smiles i see it 

scarlett2angel: sticks my tongue out at heart as she makes me lean back in the chair 

more  

D r a z:  grins watching  heart tease scarlett] 

FoolishHeart26: running my hands to her arms and sidez.. all the way up to her neck... fingernails 

raking to her soft skin as I sway and grind my bum to her crotch... leans over to whisper naughty 

things to her ear...  

scarlett2angel: ommmmmmmmmmmmmm smiles wiggles back more .......grips the 

chairs arms and shakes my head at our sexy naughty dancer 

D r a z: grins  as heart  grinds to the beat  

FoolishHeart26: winks and pulls myself up and turn my back on her...  bends some.   my bum 

wriggles toward her.... my plunging dresss exposing my red bra covered ample breasts ... and upand 

sways... winks....  

scarlett2angel: smiles up at Heart.....squeezes my lips together and lets out a soft moan  

scarlett2angel: ohhhhhhhhhhhh boy is it hot in here 

blk_bull3000: it sho is  

D r a z: sit back and watch ,,,,,,,,,,,,,, hearts dancing on  scarlett 

scarlett2angel: wb duck Heart is giving me a heartattack so sit there and be quiet please 

FoolishHeart26: turns and winks at Scarlett... lets my body groove seductively around her... 

straddles her la once more and grinds myself at her.... hands on her shoulder... feeling warm and 

naughty... mmmmm  

scarlett2angel: wets my bottom lip..softly puursssssss Heart.....as my lower body grinds 

against the hard wooden chair as my fingers turn white from squeezing to hard 

D r a z: watches the naughty heart .......    and the  hot scarlett   

scarlett2angel: ohhhhhhhhhhhh grips the arms more shakes my head and looks into the 

eyes of this naughty woman on my lap 

FoolishHeart26: takes Scarlett's hands... wrapping them around my waist.. hold me tight baby.... 

and archsss my back way down... my legs tightly wrap around her chair... pressing myself tighter to 

her.. 

D r a z: smiles as i watch the girls move to hot song 

scarlett2angel: groansss as your hips make my fingers heat up ......groans and sits as still 

as can so no rules will be broken  

scarlett2angel: mmmmmmmmmmm what a sexy body licks my lips as my eyes travel 

down her chest  

scarlett2angel: see how flexible she is guys??? 

D r a z:  woo hoo yes  

scarlett2angel: winks see you would get off your hands this could be you lol 

scarlett2angel: smiles at Heart grips her hips so she stays in place  



FoolishHeart26: mmmm..loving the tight grip from Scarlett.. not minding how my dress reveal 

some scantly covered private body parts... running my hands to my tummy... up to my breasts and 

squeezes them as I keep swaying and grinding to Scarlett's lap..  

scarlett2angel: shakes  my hair out of my face so i can see the pair of sparkling eyes 

mmmmm Heart you have the men speachless 

D r a z: smiles as we watch the hands move over heart   as she sways  to  the beat  

scarlett2angel: grips hearts hips harder not wanting her to slip onto the floor as my eyes 

follow her hands bites my bottom lip and winks at her 

FoolishHeart26: mmmm.. winks at Draz.. and flexes my body up.. holding unto Scarlett's 

shoulders... smiling.. swaying my hips erotically slow... leans to give her luscious lips a soft lingering 

kiss..  

D r a z:  winks back to heart  watching the kiss 

scarlett2angel: groans slips my hands around to your back ..smiles mmmmm into her kiss 

as my hips move with the new beat 

FoolishHeart26: mmmmm.. presses myself tighter to her.. our bodies writhe and moves in 

synchronize.. feeling her skipping heartbeat with mine... kissing her deeper...  

D r a z: can almost feel the lust here 

scarlett2angel: puurssss snakes my tongue over hers as my now hard nipples crush 

against her boobs making me squeeze the small of Hearts back  

scarlett2angel: winks we will need to replace this chair when the dance is over 

D r a z: laffs  ,,,,,can see that 

FoolishHeart26: sweeet gezzusss Draz  ! mmmmm.. grinding and wriggles my bum harder to 

Scarlett's lap as the beat and her warmth intoxicates my senses...  

scarlett2angel: they get to me too 

FoolishHeart26: whispers to Scarlett's ear...  you better give me what I want baby.....  and shakes 

my booty some... winks 

scarlett2angel: ohhhhhh winks and what do you want???? 

FoolishHeart26: mhmm.. always is..! giggles 

scarlett2angel: puursssssssss into your ear letting this song make my lower body grind 

side to side as the top half moves with yours  

FoolishHeart26: mmmms to the new beat... moving my hips slowly on Scarlett's lap... my hands 

brushing her hair then tuggin it some..... you know what I want.. grins..  

scarlett2angel: ohhh i do baby looks over at draz wiggles my fingers but keeps them on 

the small of your back 

scarlett2angel: blows hearts hair away from her neck leans in and nibbles her earlobe as 

the new beat makes me sway and caress her back more  

Steffanie: hi Bee 

Bee_passionately_blue: Finds a seat and watches.  

FoolishHeart26: winks.. stroking your arms... running a hand to your back... my fingers languidly 

wandering up and down your spine as I sway my body the exotic rhythm..  

scarlett2angel: hummmsss some of the words to this song into your ear as your touch 

sends chills up and down my spine making it hard to sit still  



FoolishHeart26: waves hello to bee... and shivers as your warm breath touch the sensitivity of my 

skin... tilting my head to the side.. savoring the sweet sensation of your kiss to my neck....  grips to 

your shoulders and grinds some..  

Bee_passionately_blue: raises a hand in reply - as you and scarlett seem to share in such 

suggestive ways.  

D r a z: grins watching heart and scarlett kiss and move together 

scarlett2angel: smiles tilts my head .....lets my hands slip down hearts back to her ass 

squeezes and whispers now that was a sexy lap dance  

D r a z: smiles at the two girls,,,,,,,,,very sexy danceyou two 

FoolishHeart26: winks and smiles ... pecks on Scarlett's nose... thank you love... you are amazing..  

scarlett2angel: kisses her throat....smiles and lets the tip of my tongue make a trail down 

between her breasts sits back and lets my eyes take hers in  

FoolishHeart26: stands and settles back to my seat....  

scarlett2angel: ty for that 

FoolishHeart26: ty Draz... smiles 

FoolishHeart26: wb Trish! hugssssss.. !  

D r a z: winks at heart ,,,,super sexy dance 

FoolishHeart26: mmmm.. can still feel your lips to my skin Scarlett... winks..  

 

 

 

caramel cupcake 

caramel cupkake: walks back to the cage and steps inside, starts to move to the tune 

Al_dente_: watches Caramel in the cage....  hmmmm 

caramel cupkake: snaps the head up, struts in the cage, kicks out a leg and spins around 

caramel cupkake: sways left and right to the tune, nods the head with beat and continues 

the sway and roll of the hips 

caramel cupkake: moves back to the far barred wall of the cage, grabs on and moves 

again 

Gabriela92: eyes trace Caramel's every move.... 

caramel cupkake: steps back to the center, spins and leans to work the butt to the tune, 

rocking left, then right before spinning around and moving to the front of the cage 

D r a z: grins   watching caramel as she starts her dance in the cage # 

caramel cupkake: peers through the bars, a hand runs up and down my chest 

Al_dente_: sighs as Caramels hands move over her body 

caramel cupkake: steps back and snaps the hips off, spins around and moves quickly, 

thrusts the hips out and runs a hand down the sie 

caramel cupkake: spins again, tosses the head and hair goes flying, spinning and gyrating 

again on the hand 

D r a z:  watches as caramel takes up the beat  ,,,,,,,,,,  

Gabriela92: oh, this song'll get things wound up.... 



caramel cupkake: looks out over the audience and starts a slow sway and tap of the foot 

Al_dente_: notices the maids uniform streching as caramel spins and wiggles 

caramel cupkake: loosens the apron and drops it, spins and keeps moving to the beat 

D r a z: hold onto  your holly hocks ,,,,,,,,caramels in the cage 

caramel cupkake: walks to the closed door, grabs the bars and raises and lowers, wraps a 

leg around and raises and lowers again 

Centuritime: in da cage? 

Centuritime: grabs my holly hocks 

D r a z:  swings by the cage playing my bag pipes  as  i watch caramel 

caramel cupkake: runs a hand up the side...down my front 

Al_dente_: ohhhhh... 

caramel cupkake: spins and snaps the hips off, thrusting each way, then forward to the 

front of the cage 

caramel cupkake: loosens the hair and shakes it out, gives the hair a toss and goes into 

the wild woman gryation, rubbing over the body 

D r a z: grins as the beat takes over  caramel  

FoolishHeart26: crawls back in..  

caramel cupkake: spins and drops to the knees, swaying and leaning back, breasts 

pushed well up, nipples peeking over the material 

caramel cupkake: spins again to the back, extends a leg and gives the pelvis a couple of 

thrusts, then spins again to the knees 

Centuritime:    

D r a z: that uniform is being tested some what  

Al_dente_: watches at the top slides down a bit 

FoolishHeart26: mmmmm.. nice sight Caramel.. smiles 

caramel cupkake: sways the shoulders, hands up and down my body, eyes closed as I 

give into the sensations and sounds 

caramel cupkake: shrugs the shoulders, the top falls...the breasts spill out and rest on the 

top 

Gabriela92: nods to the beat, watching every move 

Centuritime: tosses $20's in the cage 

FoolishHeart26: hello Cent... boy you look too sexcited there.. lol 

Al_dente_: woo hoo! 

caramel cupkake: spins again, hair flying out, and drops to the knees and runs the hand 

over my body 

Al_dente_: nice breasts caramel! 

Centuritime: i am sexcited, foolish! winks 

D r a z:  smiles as caramel     struts in the cage  

caramel cupkake: stands again, starts the deliberate sway fo thehipss and backs the butt 

to the cage door and rubs the butt to the cage door 

caramel cupkake: leans over and steps forward a bit, keeps the hips moving, runs a hand 

over the butt...and gives it a loud smack 



caramel cupkake: stands and spins, pauses, then goes into the wild woman gyrations, 

hands moving all over the body 

Al_dente_: watches the breasts hang beautifully as caramel leans forward 

D r a z: grins watching those breast jiggl to  the beat  

caramel cupkake: the hair goes flying the head snaps left and right....the top grabbed and 

tugged hard down... 

caramel cupkake: the breasts jiggled and the shoulders rolled.....nipples so very hard and 

jutting out  

caramel cupkake: cups the breasts and squeezes, opens the mouth to let the moan out 

caramel cupkake: sways again, one hand circles on the tummy 

Al_dente_: shifts in my chair 

caramel cupkake: the other up a leg and down the other 

D r a z: watching  the strutting caramel    as she moves around the cage  

caramel cupkake: feet spread wide, the hand moving between thelegs and pauses....then 

I rock hard on it 

caramel cupkake: spins around and looks over the shoulders...sways slowly and snaps off 

the hips, looks over the other shoulder, draws the hand up 

Centuritime: flashes cash at carmamel 

caramel cupkake: smacks the butt and spins back to the cage 

caramel cupkake: steps slowly forward in the cage, tears the top off and tosses it aside 

caramel cupkake: spins and sways...tugs the skirt up, shows the stocking tops and 

garters holding them 

Gabriela92: gives a loud whoop as Caramel tears off her top.... 

D r a z:   looks at the hot hand prints on caramels  butt  

caramel cupkake: spins and sways the butt, loosens the skirt and works it down...pauses 

caramel cupkake: looks over the shoulder and winks, wiggles thebutt 

caramel cupkake: leans over and pushes the skirt further down, then sways and wiggles 

till the skirt falls to the cage 

caramel cupkake: stands up....garter belt, stockings, and g string left 

Al_dente_: hmmm adires the view... soo sexy! 

caramel cupkake: pauses, slowly sways the hips, works the g string a litle lower... 

D r a z: grins watching  as caramel drops the skirt slapping the bar  to the beat of the 

tune  

Centuritime: opens my wallet. empties it in the cage. 

caramel cupkake: spins and slides the g string down again, then leaves it in place and 

spins around....barely keeps myself covered and loves it.... 

Al_dente_: watches the string move under caramel's fingers 

caramel cupkake: steps back and slowly turns, turns back and snaps the hips off, spins 

and struts to the front of the cage, hooks a leg and rubs the mound on a bar 

D r a z: eyes on  caramels hand 

caramel cupkake: raises and lowers on the bar, head falls back and again the shoulders 

sway and wiggle 

caramel cupkake: steps from the bars...moves slowly as the tune fades... 

Gabriela92: tuuuuuuuuuuuune!!! 



D r a z:   grins watching caramel    as she moves against the bars as we areall 

thunderstruck  

caramel cupkake: nods the head and taps the foot 

Al_dente_: there's music???    eyes on Caramels body 

caramel cupkake: keeps the head going...foot tapping then looks up, spins and drops the 

the knees and sways 

caramel cupkake: head still nods, fingers snap to the beat, swaying and wiggling 

Gabriela92: nods to the same rhythm as the sexy dancer.... 

Al_dente_: admires the swaying breasts 

caramel cupkake: hand moves between the legs....pauses on the g string....the  tears it 

away 

Al_dente_: woo hoo! 

D r a z: bangs my hand on the  bar to the beat ,.,.,.,.,.,. appreciating caramels moves  

caramel cupkake: holds up the torn white lace and drops it casully 

Al_dente_: well at least that won't be going back on 

caramel cupkake: nods left and ride to the beat....the garter belt framing the smooth 

mound...as it starts to glisten 

D r a z: lets out a wild yee ha when the g string hits the floor ,,,,,,,,  

caramel cupkake: stands and spins, rocks left and snaps back right....pauses, taps the 

foot again 

caramel cupkake: struts slow to the cage front, presses to it and sways slowly 

Al_dente_: hmmm  love the sight. 

caramel cupkake: hand moving up and down the sides....then spinning again to step 

away, drops to the floor and raises the hips to a rocking thrust of the hips 

caramel cupkake: rocks again and again....spins back to the knees and continues the 

sway 

Al_dente_: <makes required adjustments 

caramel cupkake: head nodding each way, slowly stands and moves to the cage 

front....pushes to the bars, slowly moves and pauses 

caramel cupkake: lifts the head and steps back, slowly moves again runs the hands over 

the body and lets the hair fall back 

D r a z: watching as caramel takes up  the  new beat  

caramel cupkake: moves a little, rests back to the cage door and sways the hips, presses 

the butt against the bars 

caramel cupkake: spins away and slides to the center, spins lowers slowly raises and 

lowers again 

D r a z: those butt cheeks  taking an indent where the barstouch 

Al_dente_: follows the sensuous moves 

caramel cupkake: reaches for the bars and sways and dips, gives the butt a good shake 

caramel cupkake: taps the foot again... 

D r a z:  yabba dabba bom bom  

caramel cupkake: nods the head left and rght....struts to the front, kicks a leg out and 

drapes one around the bar 

D r a z: smiles watching caramel poursome sugar   



caramel cupkake: falls back, gives the breasts a jiggle 

Al_dente_: eyes follow caramels beautiful curves 

caramel cupkake: spins on the heels and continues to move across the cage, grabs the 

bars and slowly sways 

caramel cupkake: snaps the fingers and tosses the hair back, spins and strust to the front 

of the cage and moves on the bars 

caramel cupkake: spins to the center, drops again and lies back, raises the hips and rollks 

them, grinding to the tune 

Al_dente_: hmmmm great view! 

caramel cupkake: spins around, sits up and stands...moves in place, swaying and tapping 

the foot 

D r a z: eyes roaming all overcaramel 

FoolishHeart26: smiles and admires caramel's dancing and settles back to my  comfy corner..  

caramel cupkake: backs to the wall of bars, grabs over and sways and dips, rolls the 

shoulders to make the breasts do their own little dance 

caramel cupkake: steps away, spins and drops again, head nodding, hands running up 

and down....and pauses... 

Al_dente_: follows Caramel's hands as they glide over her body 

caramel cupkake: the head starts to move to the new tune....slowly the shoulders work 

in....and standing and spinning and swaying, goes into the hard core sway to match the 

tune 

D r a z: here we go again  

caramel cupkake: taps the foot and rolls the shoulders, steps away and sways and dips 

caramel cupkake: spins and leans to shimmy the butt and give it a smack 

caramel cupkake: stands and spins, moves in place, and keeps the hands moving 

caramel cupkake: steps slowly to the cage door, presses to it and moves up and down 

and dips 

caramel cupkake: sways and rolls the hips left, then right, shimmiesthe butt  and gives it 

another smack 

D r a z: smiles watching  amazed at the shaking of the bars 

caramel cupkake: drops to the knees, leans back, pushes up the breasts and slowly sways 

the shoulders 

caramel cupkake: spins around, lies back, raises a leg and brings the other up, scissors 

kicks them and bends one at the knee, runs the hand over the stocking 

FoolishHeart26: mmmm.. loves the smackin..!!! smiless 

caramel cupkake: sits up, spins around to the knees and slowly sways 

caramel cupkake: sways the upper body, hands moving up and down, along my sides as 

the head falls back 

Al_dente_: <mind wanders as I watch Caramel 

caramel cupkake: again the shoulders sway and the hips start to gyrate, then standing 

and pressing to the cage door, rocking up and down, a little snap left and right 

caramel cupkake: tosses the hair back and spins away, moves the hips slowly, gyrating 

while rubbing the butt....but doesnt smack this time.....and smiles 



caramel cupkake: steps slowly toward the front, sways and dips again, backs the cage 

door and rocks the butt on it 

Al_dente_: A little rubbing is nice too! 

D r a z:  smiles as we watch the carressing   hands  

joyful lia: oh hell dont stop now caramel..smack that booty,lol 

caramel cupkake: turns toward Lia, runs the hand slowly, then smacks once and a second 

to make up for not doing it earlier 

joyful lia: woohoo...fans myself 

FoolishHeart26: mmmm... ohhh myy...  

caramel cupkake: winks and steps away, twirls and dips and raises, shoulders shrugging 

feel the spotlight and the perspiration beading on my body 

caramel cupkake: pauses a moment, snaps off the hips to the right and struts back the 

other way, pauses and peers through bars, drops to the knees and leans backand stops 

D r a z:  watches the trickle of perspiration 

caramel cupkake: stands a moment...takes a couple of deep breaths before moving to the 

cage door....gathers what is left of the maid outfit 

Al_dente_: Admires the view...  hmmm sexy! 

D r a z: stands and applauds  

caramel cupkake: pauses and strikes a couple poses, shyly smiles....winks to Al 

Gabriela92: wooo, hooooo.... amazing, Caramel! 

Al_dente_: Applauds caramel.. but decides not to stand... 

D r a z:   bravo bravo caramel 

joyful lia: lol..something didnt work righ tif d can stand up straight 

trisha_29: lol al 

caramel cupkake: takes the bow and smiles....bows again to all 

D r a z:  stands with LAB robe at the cage door 

caramel cupkake: thank you , thank you 

D r a z:       grins at caramel as i open the door 

caramel cupkake: steps from the cage and lays the remnants of the uniform aside, slips 

the robe on 

FoolishHeart26: whistles loud and clapss.. great dance, Caramel..! 

caramel cupkake: takes a deep breath and wipes the face with a small towel 

caramel cupkake: smiles to Draz....thank you 

Al_dente_: yeah be careful.. You + Caramel may have caused a problem there 

D r a z:   smiles as i walk  caramel back to the bar  

caramel cupkake: makes my way with him, the heels clicking upon the tile around the bar 

 

 

caramel cupkake: Obviously you dont know better....lil ol me try to excite you ?: 

paveduck: i don't know better?  

caramel cupkake: * mutes music unless I am on stage or in the cage dancing to it * 

xx-bobo-xx: the cage door is open feel free caramel 



caramel cupkake: * steps out in a very short skirt...stockings on the legs held up by a 

garter belt that peeks below the skirt hem....a tank top, and six inch heels...the hair 

pinned off the face, a little sultry look done with the make up....and I step toward the 

cage * 

xx-bobo-xx: what a sight 

paveduck: 6-inch?  you're getting brave! woohoo caramel!  

caramel cupkake: the maid uniforms all have five, so I am used to them 

xx-bobo-xx: offers caramel his hand to help her in the cage 

caramel cupkake: why thank you ! 

caramel cupkake: balances carefully steps in, feels the very short skirt ride up, but doesnt 

care * 

paveduck: oh, sure! show the rest of us guys up!  

paveduck: <<looks at those lovely legs .. and where the skirt rides up  

xx-bobo-xx: what curvey buns u got caramel mmmmm 

xx-bobo-xx: takes a seat close to the cage 

caramel cupkake: sways a little to the tune, spins and rolls the hips, feels the skirt ride up 

to show more of straps on the garter belt 

paveduck: <<reminds himself of the "no touching the dancers" rule  

xx-bobo-xx: eyes fixaded on caramel 

caramel cupkake: rocks the hips, dips and sway and rocks again, working the shoulders 

into a little shrug 

caramel cupkake: turns and reaches for the cage bars, sways again, pushes the breasts 

through the bars, jiggles them and sways once more * 

paveduck: woohoo caramel!  

caramel cupkake: steps back, runs the hands up my body, to the ceiling of the cage and 

spins 

hdroadking296:    

caramel cupkake: struts to the cage door and spins, leans over to wiggle and sway the 

butt 

caramel cupkake: presses the butt to the bars and sways again, feels the skirt ride a little 

higher 

paveduck: keep that skirt riding up!  

caramel cupkake: tugs it mid butt and leaves it....the white garter belt a stark contrast to 

the skin color 

paveduck: and what a lovely contrast it is  

caramel cupkake: spins again and holds the bars and rocks again, lowers and teasingly 

hovers above the floor and gyrates 

caramel cupkake: rocking back and forth in a very suggestive manner, a hand running 

over the tank covered breasts 

caramel cupkake: rolls the tank up, leaves it on the breasts, giving a bottom half view of 

the breasts 

xx-bobo-xx: licks his lips 

caramel cupkake: rocks slowly, spins and gives the butt whack, then pauses 



caramel cupkake: drops the head back to the new tune, sways slowly and snaps the hips 

off left, then right 

paveduck: that "suggestive manner" sure works ... i know several things i'd like to 

"suggest"  

caramel cupkake: steps slowly to the front of the cage, one foot in front of the other, 

leans forward and runs a hand up the stockinged leg 

caramel cupkake: spins and steps away, picks up the pace as the tune changes 

caramel cupkake: grabs the hair and rocks the hips, then thrusts forward a couple times 

caramel cupkake: spins again, drops to the knees, hands up and down the body, cupping 

and squeezing my breasts 

caramel cupkake: winks....pauses....slowly gets to the feet 

caramel cupkake: sways slowly, rocks the hips left , then right 

xx-bobo-xx: crosses his legs to hide his excitment 

caramel cupkake: moves to the cage door and hooks a white stockinged leg around it 

hdroadking296: waves a 20 

caramel cupkake: moves a little each way, leans back to give the breasts a sway and 

jiggle 

caramel cupkake: smiles and pushes the door open, steps out and moves very 

deliberately toward HD 

paveduck: i need to remember to not use my debit card so much!  

hdroadking296: folds it in half the long way  

caramel cupkake: pauses in front of him, sways slowly and tugs the skirt a little showing 

a garter strap for him to use 

hdroadking296: and placesit on the table 

xx-bobo-xx: takes out a 50 for caramels sockinj top 

caramel cupkake: keeps rocking and spins to sway and roll the butt 

hdroadking296: puts the bill inbtween carmels cheeks 

caramel cupkake: steps away, moves to bobo and extends the leg, brings it back, then 

rests the foot upon his thigh 

caramel cupkake: wiggles the foot slightly and circles on him 

xx-bobo-xx: pulls out sockin top with teeth and slips the bill in 

caramel cupkake: pulls away after the bill has been placed, gives him a soft kiss, and also 

to HD, and steps back into the cage 

xx-bobo-xx: wiggles round with the touch of caramels foot 

caramel cupkake: pulls the door shut, sways again and spins, then rocks hard to the beat, 

swaying and rolling the butt 

dirtyrpgirl: giggles...when the cat is away...the little mouse will play!!! 

FoolishHeart26: slips in and settles to my lil comfy corner.. eyes on caramel.. waving hello to 

everyone..  

caramel cupkake: looks over the shoulder and winks,. keeps the swaying going 

caramel cupkake: steps to the front of the cage and hooks the leg again and glides on the 

bar 

  



caramel cupkake: lowers and rests back, jiggles the breasts, unhooks the leg and spins to 

the center of the cage 

little more stocking top 

caramel cupkake: spinds again and backs to the cage door, sways and pushes on the bars 

caramel cupkake: steps away from the door and holds the bars and dips and rocks slowly 

while rising up 

caramel cupkake: runs a hand over the butt, gives it another smack 

caramel cupkake: backs away and spins, then moves with a snap of the hips once more, 

head nodding to the beat, shoulders rocking as well 

paveduck: hmm i wouldn't mind giving it a smack too ... then remembers the "no 

touching the dancers" rule  

caramel cupkake: as the music starts in, the different beat has me strutting slow motion 

through the cage, snapping off the hips on the beat 

caramel cupkake: spins and reaches up, hand runs up the body and down the other side 

caramel cupkake: spins again and moves to the front of the cage, drops and sways as if 

under the charm of snake master 

D r a z: looks overat  caramel in the cage   

caramel cupkake: the eyes close, the hands again work up the body, the skirt showing 

even more of the stocking tops and garter straps 

caramel cupkake: slowly rises, sways in place, hand moving around my body and back to 

tug the skirt a little higher, a good view of the stocking tops now there to see 

caramel cupkake: spins around, leans over and rolls the hips and lightly wiggles the butt 

FoolishHeart26: ohhh my... bites my bottom lip and smiles at you as I rub and squeeze your ohhh 

soooo fine buns.... giggles 

caramel cupkake: tugs the skirt the rest of the way up to around the waist...giving full 

view of the stockinged legs, the white garter belt, and the very sheer white g string 

paveduck: i may have died and gone to heaven!  

D r a z: smiles watches caramel  ..............such  sexy outfit 

caramel cupkake: sways slowly, head drops back, getting into the bluesy beat of the tune 

caramel cupkake: sways and slowly rolls the hips, runs a hand over the butt....caresses 

slowly and snaps off one of the garter straps 

caramel cupkake: the hands move up to the tank and it is slowly tugged upwards 

caramel cupkake: a little more of the breasts come into view, then with a snap of the 

wrist the tank comes off 

caramel cupkake: sways in the center of the cage, holds the tank and runs it over the 

breasts 

D r a z: eyes fixed on the breasts as they come into view  

paveduck: eyes bulging!  

caramel cupkake: turns and runs the tank on the butt, letting it angle while the butt 

sways left and right 

caramel cupkake: brings the tank around and covers a bit of the breasts....then tosses it 

aside 

caramel cupkake: slows and pauses,. then a gentle roll of the hips to the winding down of 

the song 



caramel cupkake: runs a hand up a leg, the other over the breasts 

paveduck: i have definitely died and gone to heaven  

D r a z: grins watching  caramel as she interperets the beat with herbody 

caramel cupkake: the head falls back and the shoulders sway to the slower part of the 

tune 

caramel cupkake: barely moves, save for a slow roll of the hips 

caramel cupkake: the skirt is slowly rolled over the hips, down the legs and to the cage 

floor...steps very slowly....head falls back 

caramel cupkake: looks out, smiles...snaps the hips off and starts to strut again 

caramel cupkake: showing off the white attire on the caramel colored body 

D r a z: watches as the beat of the new tune invades her body 

caramel cupkake: moves the cage door and presses to the bars, runs the body up and 

down 

D r a z:    grins watching the strutt 

caramel cupkake: the head moves as well...spins and presses to the bars and rolls again 

with the hips 

caramel cupkake: spins back and gyrates the hips, then a little thrust that is hardly lady 

like... 

caramel cupkake: rolls the hips again, and snaps off another thrust 

D r a z: grins lookig at the   thrusting  hips 

caramel cupkake: smiles....steps to the back of the cage and grabs the bars and thrusts 

with the hips again, moving in more than a teasing way 

caramel cupkake: a hand runs down the body...along side the gstring.... 

caramel cupkake: a look out, a wicked smile while barely touching the material...and the 

O shape coming to the mouth 

paveduck: looking at the hips, the body pressed against the cage, the back arcing, the 

hands suggestively moving to and fro ... my eyes ae getting lost!  

caramel cupkake: steps away from the cage and struts to the center, spins and gives the 

butt a thunder shake 

D r a z: slapping my hand to the beat   and watchibng her body seduce  

caramel cupkake: spinss and drops into a split, runs the hands up the leg 

dirtyrpgirl: woohoooo @ the thunder shake!! 

caramel cupkake: slides the leg around,. making sure as much of the g string can be 

shown 

caramel cupkake: stands and spins, steps and snaps off the hips and grabs the bars and 

rolls the hips hard 

D r a z: that g string is  hardly covering  

caramel cupkake: head rocks back and forth, keeping the more than lewd look on the 

face and smiles.... 

paveduck: it more than works for you  

caramel cupkake: spins and rides the bar, then pulls away and stops... 

caramel cupkake: looks down for a moment....then the foot starts to tap 

caramel cupkake: the fingers snap, the hips start to roll again 

caramel cupkake: spins around, tugs the g string down ever so slightly and spins back 



caramel cupkake: holds and lowers a tiny more...smiles and pulls it back in place and 

struts again through the cage 

D r a z: eyes follwoing the progress of the gstring  ,,,,,,,,god almighty look at that body 

caramel cupkake: grabs the bars, shakes the butt and drops the hips in a lewd dip and 

smiles, head falls back as the shoulders again move 

caramel cupkake: rocks again, holds the bars and makes the thrusting rocks toward the 

bars 

paveduck: i am looking at that body ... what a work of art  

caramel cupkake: presses to the bars and sways left and right 

caramel cupkake: spins leans over, sways again, rocks left, then right and smacks the 

butt with each hand 

D r a z: everything you could want all wrapped up in one body 

caramel cupkake: spins back, breathing heavy, the perspiration beading upon my body 

FoolishHeart26: mmmm.. loves the butt smackin... smiless 

caramel cupkake: stands and gives the butt another shimmy, then  rolls it and grabs onto 

it, looks over the shoulders and stops.. 

caramel cupkake: smiles...turns, takes a bow 

paveduck: applauds wildly!  

hdroadking296:    

caramel cupkake: grabs the skirt and tank, heads forthe cage door, but pauses to put the 

skirt and tank back on 

hdroadking296:    

D r a z: woo hoo thats some wake up    ,,,,,,,,BRAVO BRAVO caramel 

dirtyrpgirl: woooooooooooooohooooooooooooooo ,caramel!!!!....some HOT moves!!!! 

paveduck: draz, she must be thirsty after that dance ... whatever she wants -- on me  

xx-bobo-xx: leaves another two 50s on table for caramel 

caramel cupkake: smiles, takes the ballet bow in appreciation for the applause 

caramel cupkake: thank you so much 

D r a z: harvests all the bills and tils them before they are withdrawn 

FoolishHeart26: great dance Caramel.... ! clapssss 

caramel cupkake: steps from the cage dabs a towel over me 

caramel cupkake: please, lets go the hard lemonade Draz 

D r a z: on its way ,,,,,,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.you need that    after that dance 

caramel cupkake: slides onto a barstool, loosens and redoes the stockings 

dirtyrpgirl: the "hard"part, at least draz!!!...giggles 

 

caramel cupkake: steps from behind the bar and moves around, innocently walks to a 

stage, steps upon it and sways a little, spins on the heels and feels the skirt flair away a 

little more, dips slightly and continues the sway and stands, spins and turns the back to 

the audience and slowly rolls the hips 

caramel cupkake: moves to the pole, reaches with the left hand and sways and dips 

again, rolls the hips again and continues with a roll of the shoulders 



caramel cupkake: with the start of the new tune, sways a little faster, steps from the 

pole, sways and cocks the hip, gives the hips a roll and shake, spins and struts back to 

the polee 

D r a z:  grins as caramel gets naughty naughty 

caramel cupkake: leans to the pole, and raises and lowers on it, hands run up my body, 

eyes closed as the head moves slowly 

touchdown366: moves closer to the stage to watch caramel 

crash_and_burn1985: damn *chews on my ice* 

GuitarslingerMike: smiling as I watch the struts and wiggles on the stage...  

caramel cupkake: dips and lowers, squats and rests the back to the pole and raises, leg 

spread wide...showing the insides of the thighs not covered by stocking 

caramel cupkake: spins and grabs the pole, spins, hooks a leg around and rocks again and 

snaps off the hips with the head nodding along with the beat 

GuitarslingerMike: leans forward on the seat... looking caramel up and down...  

caramel cupkake: leans back, shoulder shimmy, moving down to another roll of the hips... 

D r a z: grins watching our sexy dancer  

caramel cupkake: stands, struts to the center of the stage, spins and drops into a split, 

leans back, hands running up my body 

touchdown366: sexy indeed 

caramel cupkake: spins the leg around, gets to the knees, leans back and sways the 

shouders, the breasts pushed out and jiggling to the beat 

GuitarslingerMike: nodding to the beat as I watch carmel shimmy...  

caramel cupkake: runs the hand up the side, then the hand on hte other side....spins and 

stands  

caramel cupkake: starts the sway again, head moving left, right, left to the tune, 

shoulders shimmying 

caramel cupkake: spins and leans over, gives the hips a roll, a slap to the butt, and a 

shimmy to the butt 

GuitarslingerMike: grins wide at the sound of the slap...  

caramel cupkake: stands and backs to the pole, shoulders shrugging to the beat, lips 

puckered in a teasing O shape 

caramel cupkake: backs to the pole, sways down and slowly rolls the hips while standing 

GuitarslingerMike: looks up at the gorgeous O of her mouth... smiles...  

D r a z: grins watching caramel as she teases so well 

caramel cupkake: hooks the leg around the pole and spins, leans back to shimmy the 

breasts 

Noah90035: And you. 

caramel cupkake: stands and spins, rests to the pole, a hand sneaks to the hem and 

slowly tugs the hem upwards 

GuitarslingerMike: raising an eyebrow as the skirt goes up...  

GuitarslingerMike: grins wide...  

caramel cupkake: smiles...tugs a little more, until the matching panties are about to 

show, then releases the hem and spins to the center 

GuitarslingerMike: chuckles and smh...  



crash_and_burn1985: mmm stunning 

GuitarslingerMike: gorgeous!  

caramel cupkake: winks to Guitar, turns to him, rocks the hips and tugs the skirt 

upwards, flashes a bit of panty 

NeveahCaine: *just watches the show and takes mental notes thinking she's far braver 

than i would ever be. *  

GuitarslingerMike: grins wide...  

caramel cupkake: spins and pauses.... 

caramel cupkake: nods the head again to the beat, sways and snaps off the nips, spins 

and dips and raises 

caramel cupkake: hands running up the body, head tilting back as the breasts again are 

pushed out and jiggled 

scarlett2angel: great tune to come in on  

caramel cupkake: stands and spins, struts to the pole...tugs the dress of the shoulder, 

feels it loosen around the breasts 

GuitarslingerMike: smiling and settling back in the couch again...  

xx-bobo-xx: pour some sugar on caramel 

D r a z: smiles watching caramel ,,,,,,,,, such a hot dancer 

NeveahCaine: *peeks at Noah and gives a soft smile* you are most kind Noah  

caramel cupkake: grabs the pole and spins, backs to it and raises and lowers very slowly 

GuitarslingerMike: good to see you scarlett.  

caramel cupkake: snaps off the hips again, eyes close as the hand runs over my breasts 

caramel cupkake: gives each a little caress, licks the lips and caresses a little more, 

squeezes them 

D r a z: smiles watching caramel s hands   

caramel cupkake: spins and leans, rolls the hips and snaps them off, the butt jiggling and 

the body swallowed up in the moment 

Noah90035: I think ALL of our bodies are swallowed up in the moment. 

GuitarslingerMike: smh to the beat and caramel's hips...  

crash_and_burn1985: best entertainment by far Draz 

xx-bobo-xx: taps my foot to the beat watchin caramel 

caramel cupkake: grabs the hem, tugs teasingly slowly, showing the panties again, spins 

and keeps a hold to sway, giving a more than adequate view of the butt 

caramel cupkake: lets go of the hem, spins and drops to the knees, swaying, head 

bobbing, hands again running over my body 

D r a z: slaps my had to the beat on the bar ,,,,eyes fixed on the writhing caramel 

caramel cupkake: lies back, gives the breasts a shimmy and pushes them to the ceiling 

GuitarslingerMike: raises his eyebrows as he watches her butt and roaming hands...  

caramel cupkake: spins and tucks a leg under the other, sways slowly, rises and moves 

again, spins and backs to the pole, rests to it and grinds the butt to the pole 

crash_and_burn1985: tempted to toss her one of my ice cubes 

caramel cupkake: pauses...smiles... 

GuitarslingerMike: chuckles to crash...  

xx-bobo-xx: it only leave a puddle mike lol 



GuitarslingerMike: nods...  

caramel cupkake: continues with the grind of the butt to the pole, hands moving up and 

down my body 

caramel cupkake: steps away and spins, lowers and snaps off the hips, drops to the floor, 

spins and lies back, legs extened, the skirt falling all the way to my stomach 

caramel cupkake: scissor kicks the legs, sits up, rests on the hands, swings a leg around 

and tucks under the other...rises and spins and shimmys to the pole 

GuitarslingerMike: grins...  

caramel cupkake: grabs the pole, sways hard, snaps off the hips, hair flying away as the 

body spins 

D r a z: woo hoo carame l 

caramel cupkake: backs to the pole, lowers and slowly raises, sneaks a hand under the 

skirt, tugs the skirt upwards, gives a glimpse of skin on the thigh 

caramel cupkake: spins and moves to the center, sways in place, hands running again 

over my body 

D r a z: growls deep in my chest to see the  hand  

caramel cupkake: pauses.... 

crash_and_burn1985: *gives caramel a whistle* you fine girl 

caramel cupkake: the head starts to move 

caramel cupkake: the shoulders move 

caramel cupkake: the hips sway and rock 

caramel cupkake: spins around to the pole, hooks the leg and leans back , does the 

shoulder shimmy 

caramel cupkake: stands holds the pole with both hands, dips and snaps the hips off, 

slowly grates upward, hand running over the butt 

scarlett2angel: whistles for caramel ....an her nice dance  

Ilove_12: Lets go  

caramel cupkake: eyes close with the mock spank..... 

caramel cupkake: does it again and once more the eyes close... 

D r a z: grins to see  how caramel  spanks her self  

caramel cupkake: sways slowly, then moves a little faster, spins to the pole and rests to 

it, raises and lowers, again the legs opening to more than adequately show off the legs 

crash_and_burn1985: are there showers upstairs? i may need a cold one 

caramel cupkake: steps from the pole...moves a little slower, head bobs left, right in tune 

then spins and runs the hands up the butt, gives the butt a shimmy 

gcaramel cupkake: hikes the skirt up and sways and rolls....feels the panties ride up into 

the crack 

xx-bobo-xx: caramel got everyones attention grey lol 

caramel cupkake: pauses, gauges the new tune.... 

GuitarslingerMike: nods his head to the new tune...  

caramel cupkake: slowly rocks the hips in an exaggerated motion, moves to the pole and 

grinds to it, slides up and down on the pole 

caramel cupkake: hooks the leg tight to the pole and grinds on it 

GuitarslingerMike: wishes he was a brass pole...  



GuitarslingerMike: grins...  

caramel cupkake: spins away and struts out, pauses and drops again to the knees, rocks 

the body and keeps the hands moving on myself 

NeveahCaine: i would think nickleback is appropriate  

caramel cupkake: tosses the hair, nods and snaps off the fingers to the tune...stands and 

leans to sway and roll  

caramel cupkake: snaps left 

caramel cupkake: snaps right 

caramel cupkake: spins and struts to the center, spins and stays in place, dipping and 

rolling the body as needed 

caramel cupkake: tugs the skirt up, flashes the full view of the matching forest green 

panties....spins and leans to again roll the hips 

GuitarslingerMike: grins at the flash...  

caramel cupkake: pauses, takes a step, snaps the hips right 

RocketManFL: snaps head, notices caramel dancng 

D r a z: smiles watching the sweet caramel flesh shimmer in the lights  

caramel cupkake: steps, snaps the hips left, sways both and starts in with the head 

bobbing 

RocketManFL: hey draz 

RocketManFL: wo hoo caramel 

caramel cupkake: backs to the pole, shrugs the shoulders again...feels a little more of the 

top of the server dress fall away, showing a bit more breast 

RocketManFL: mmmmm so supple  

caramel cupkake: closes the eyes, sways and moves to the bagpipes, hands run up  and 

around the body 

GuitarslingerMike: smiles and roots for gravity to win...  

caramel cupkake: spins and grinds to the pole 

crash_and_burn1985: mmm *chewing more of my ice, watchin the beauty on stage* 

caramel cupkake: spinds again, feels a little more of the top of the outfit slip down 

RocketManFL: claps for caramel 

caramel cupkake: pauses, tugs down just enough for the rounded tops of my breasts to 

show 

RocketManFL: wooahza 

caramel cupkake: smiles.....spins and snaps off the hips, struts to the center and spins 

again 

RocketManFL: tapping out beat  

caramel cupkake: head rocking left and right, hips snapping off 

RocketManFL: hey Trish!!! hugscaramel cupkake: backs to the wall, rests on it and sways 

slowly 

RocketManFL: << wishing i was the wall 

caramel cupkake: spins once, dips and raises, then spins and drops to the knees, body 

swaying 

RocketManFL: oh my, such an erotic move 

caramel cupkake: head bobbing shoulders shrugging, breasts jiggling nearly out of 



control 

GuitarslingerMike: watching the swaying... smiles wide...  

scarlett2angel: claps ..rocks my hips and buys caramel a drink for her when shes done 

dancing  

caramel cupkake: continues the sway on the knees, head back, breasts pushed out, then 

snaps off the arms to the ceiling and holds 

Noah90035: Rapturous applause. 

caramel cupkake: pauses, head lowered....takes a deep breath.... 

RocketManFL: mmm such nice rounded mounds shinning in the light 

GuitarslingerMike: claps...  

caramel cupkake: spins a leg around, slowly stands, takes a bow 

NeveahCaine: *claps wildly * 

GuitarslingerMike: grins wide...  

RocketManFL: stands claps loudly 

Noah90035: NOW rapturous applause. 

RocketManFL: wooo hooo caramel 

GuitarslingerMike: gorgeous. great dance caramel.  

crash_and_burn1985: *stands and claps, cheerin a bit* 

caramel cupkake: does the polite ballet bow, one leg dropping back and extended from 

the body, smiles and waves to all 

caramel cupkake: thank you everyone 

D r a z: grins watching caramel as  she bows ,,,,,,, 

RocketManFL: waves back way too goo caramel 

caramel cupkake: pauses, then the hips start to rock off to the new tune, struts in place 

D r a z: stands and applauds ,,,,,,,,,, Bravo Bravo caramel   

RocketManFL: mmm she isnt done 

xx-bobo-xx: stands up and claps for caramel 

RocketManFL: woo hooooo 

caramel cupkake: shimmys the breasts, smiles a bit wickedly while tugging downwards 

on the top 

RocketManFL: winks wickedly back at caramel 

GuitarslingerMike: grins again as I watch the dress slip down...  

caramel cupkake: spins and snaps off the hips, looks back, grins  and winks 

scarlett2angel: thats just like Draz doesn't give any of the girls a chance to catch our 

breaths 

GuitarslingerMike: grins up at caramel...  

RocketManFL: smiling broadly at caramel 

caramel cupkake: smiles to the audience, takes the bow again 

caramel cupkake: thank you all... 

GuitarslingerMike: claps...  

GuitarslingerMike: very nice!  

crash_and_burn1985: *clappin more* where do we put tips? 

D r a z:  woo hoo such a crazy little thing ,,,,,winks at acaramel  

caramel cupkake: steps from the stage, takes another deep breath and makes my way to 



the bar 

RocketManFL: hold sup hand to assist caramel off stage 

caramel cupkake: grabs a towel and dabs at the face 

caramel cupkake: double hard lemonade please....and an IV 

caramel cupkake: giggles,plops onto a barstool 

crash_and_burn1985: nicely done Caramel 

D r a z: In a highball glass, muddles blueberries, lemon juice and mint .Fills glass to rim 

with ice cubes. Adds gin. Tops with ginger ale; stirs gently and slides the hard lemon ade 

over  to caramel on a LAB coaster *winks 

caramel cupkake: downs the first one in no time 

caramel cupkake: wipes the face off again 

GuitarslingerMike: settles back into the couch...  

D r a z: In a highball glass, muddles blueberries, lemon juice and mint .Fills glass to rim 

with ice cubes. Adds gin. Tops with ginger ale; stirs gently and slides the hard lemon ade 

over  to caramel on a LAB coaster *winks  again  

 

crash_and_burn1985: well after that show, its going to be hard to top *slips Draz a $50* 

for the lovely ladies drinks 

crash_and_burn1985: damn the ladies are as raunchy as us guys  

GuitarslingerMike: you have no idea crash.  

GuitarslingerMike: lol  

D r a z: you just realised that c an b ? 

RocketManFL: especially that Dirty one 

RocketManFL: lol 

dirtyrpgirl: giggles 

crash_and_burn1985: i'm slowly learning, i'm not here as often as others 

Noah90035: Caramel, I take it that this wasn't your first dance...? 

caramel cupkake: no it wasnt 

Noah90035: It was very impressive. Choreographed, or made up on the spot? 

paveduck: caramel is a delight to watch  

D r a z: made up on the spot noah  

caramel cupkake: purely random 

 

 

Kelli- 

kelli-: stands infront of TD 

kelli-: scarlett behind me 

scarlett2angel: runs my hand down tugs on his pants looks down and winks at kelli look 

at this 

touchdown366: noooo fair 2 on 1 lol 

kelli-: you love it and you know it 



scarlett2angel: wiggles in behind kelli making sure not to rub against her  

kelli-: pulls scarletts hands around me as I slowly dance  

scarlett2angel: smiles as my wet hair slings to my back and ass shakes my head as i look 

over her shoulder at td 

kelli-: hands high as I slowly dance  

kelli-: in place 

scarlett2angel: kisses her neck as we dance inches from td but not touching him  

kelli-: hips swaying  

kelli-: hands high 

touchdown366: enjoy watching them sway 

kelli-: leans back against scarlett 

scarlett2angel: runs my hands up and down her front wiggles in behind her and lets my 

tits brush against your back as i dance with kelli 

touchdown366: smiles at what im watching 

kelli-: hips thrusting to the beat as we sway 

FoolishHeart26: setteles back in.. tuneeee Draz.. ! 

kelli-: the tiny thong bikini tight on my body 

touchdown366: looking at kelli's hips 

scarlett2angel: mmmmm td winks as my fingers cups her breasts rolls my hips with hers 

and kisses her neck again as the song stops 

touchdown366: winks back at the two lovely girls 

D r a z: wb heart  hugs 

kelli-: slowly turns in scarletts arms  

kelli-: leans into her  

touchdown366: looking at them moving slowly 

scarlett2angel: wiggles my ass looks down at td as my hands move on kellis soft body 

tilts my head and grips her hips with both hands 

kelli-: the vertical bikini strap disappearing the reappearing lower between my legs 

touchdown366: bites my bottom lip 

kelli-: flexing my ass muscles .. making my ass bounce to the beat 

scarlett2angel: slips my hands down squeezes your back and rocks my hips with the beat 

as my hair clings to my back more  

FoolishHeart26: rests my elbow on the bar.. crossing my legs as I watch the seductive dancing..  

kelli-: swirls my hips.. leans into scarlett 

touchdown366: watches them swirl 

kelli-: smiles over my shoulder as I watch TDs eyes study my ass 

touchdown366: eyes getting dizzy watching 

kelli-: points to the little mole on my left ass cheek and giggles 

scarlett2angel: wiggles my hips lets my hands slide up and down the soft back of kelli 

cups her ass cheeks pulls and lets td see how firm kellis tush is 

touchdown366: thinks about bouncing a quarter off it 

Kelleen: smiles watching the dance 

kelli-: pops the cheeks up and down to the beat, flexing those ass muscles 

touchdown366: reaches into my pocket 



kelli-: got a rocket in your pocket? 

touchdown366: feeling for a quarter 

kelli-: giggles 

touchdown366: hoping scarlett will bend her over abit so i can bounce the quater off her 

ass 

kelli-: turns toward TD  

scarlett2angel: smiles over kellis shoulder at td you ok down there? 

touchdown366: smiles trys to say yes 

kelli-: sits on his lap .. hands on his shoulders 

touchdown366: looking into her eyes trying to study her thoughts 

kelli-: sits up very straight 

scarlett2angel: dances behinbd kelli as she get td to behave  

kelli-: wraps my legs around him 

touchdown366: puts my hands out 

touchdown366: feels her grip 

kelli-: hands slowly rise over my head as I dance to the slow beat  

kelli-: hips thrust and grind on TDs lap 

touchdown366: feels her dancing on my lap and smiling 

kelli-: upper body sways  

touchdown366: loving how she is moving on my lap 

kelli-: back bows as I lean back  

kelli-: legs lock tightly around you 

touchdown366: knowing im not going anywhere 

kelli-: leans back to a 45 degree angle .. rocking my hips to the beat 

touchdown366: feels her rocking the beat on my lap and enjoying every second of it 

kelli-: hair flying as my head moves to the rhythm 

kelli-: pulls myself back up to a sitting position .. smiles at TD 

touchdown366: smiles at kelli as i brush her hair back 

FoolishHeart26: smiles at Scarlett as she sits on the bar almost close to me... and sips on my drink 

touchdown366: so i can see her eyes 

kelli-: deep dark brown eyes smile at you 

touchdown366: soft blue eyes looking into yours 

scarlett2angel: smiles at heart....sips my drink and tries not to slide off the bar seeing my  

kelli-: leans in and gives you a kiss .. I hope you had fun .. smiles 

touchdown366: puts my arms around her and says yessssss having a great time 

kelli-: easy TD... don't get into trouble 

touchdown366: there on your shoulders i know better 

FoolishHeart26: my eyes run lower to Scarlett's  backside.. and smiles.. mhmmm.. sure it looks 

really wet there... smiles 

kelli-: gets off your lap to keep you out of trouble 

kelli-: we were in the hot tub, heart 

scarlett2angel: wiggles to help draz wipe the bar  

touchdown366: laughs a little late for that i say smiling 

kelli-: are you in trouble? 



kelli-: I hope I didn't get you there 

touchdown366: nooooooooooo totally enjoyed the sexy lap dance  

FoolishHeart26: smiles at Kelli.. yes and you two looked really hot in there..  

kelli-: smiles .. kewl  

touchdown366: loved you hot little moves 

kelli-: I have alot more 

touchdown366: smiles hope i get to them 

kelli-: puts my finger innocently on my bottom lip and give you the puppy dog eyes 

touchdown366: loving the look your giving me 

kelli-: as I stand there as close to nude as allowed by the laws of the Magna Labia 

FoolishHeart26: ohh gezzz.. it's hard to behave when does that...  

touchdown366: loving your very revaling suit your wearing 

touchdown366: looks very sexy on your body 

kelli-: dancing to the country beat 

FoolishHeart26: lol @magna labia 

touchdown366: watching kelli  dancing to the country beat 

kelli-: slowly turning  

kelli-: hips swaying .. moving in circles 

touchdown366: memorizing her body as she turns slowly 

kelli-: jumps up onto the bar 

kelli-: spins and dances down infront of Draz 

touchdown366: moves closer to the bar as she jumps on it 

D r a z: smiles at kelli  

kelli-: waits for it 

kelli-: heel pounding the beat on the bar 

touchdown366: smiles at kelli as well 

kelli-: moves to the beat 

touchdown366:  as her heel pounds the bar 

kelli-: hips shoulders and ass work the beat 

kelli-: hair flying 

kelli-: hands reach behind me 

touchdown366: working very well i must say 

kelli-: find the tie around my back  

D r a z:  looks up at  kelli   

kelli-: smiles at Draz as I pull the tie 

touchdown366: mmmmm such a sexy dancer 

kelli-: the bikini bra loosens but doesn't expose too much  

kelli-: my little boobs bounce under the cups to the beat 

D r a z: smiles watching  the  littel we can see 

touchdown366: still sees the wetness from being in the hottub 

kelli-: hands fly high ..  

kelli-: turns slowly as I dance 

kelli-: a little side boob  

touchdown366: loving very turn she does 



kelli-: shaking my ass  

D r a z:  watches the slim body as it wriggles on the bar  

touchdown366: moves closer as dances 

touchdown366: smiling 

kelli-: hips hump the air as I lean back  

touchdown366: admiring the hot little dancer on the bar 

kelli-: working my way down the bar 

touchdown366: follows her down the bar 

kelli-: jumps up on the pole on stage  

kelli-: spins and hangs upside down from my legs letting the top fall to the floor 

touchdown366: mm very good jump 

kelli-: gyrates wildly to the crazy rhythm 

touchdown366: oh my such a beautiful sight 

D r a z:  watches as the topdrops  

kelli-: hair hanging down  

touchdown366: doesnt notice the hair 

kelli-: arms lock around the pole below me ..  

kelli-: spins .. letting go with my legs  

touchdown366: enjoys her every move on the pole 

kelli-: flares out in a gentle spin 

kelli-: stops behind to pole  

kelli-: peeks out around it 

touchdown366: catches her peeking out 

kelli-: wraps my body tightly to the pole 

kelli-: slowly slides down 

touchdown366: eyes slowly side down folling her 

kelli-: feet land on the floor 

kelli-: legs still wrapped  

kelli-: one hand lets go  

kelli-: leaning back  

kelli-: hips thrust against the cold metal  

touchdown366: wishing i were the pole 

kelli-: slowly to the country beat 

kelli-: working the pole  

touchdown366: oh my yess  

FoolishHeart26: sips on my drink enjoying the sight of Kelli as she dance around the pole 

kelli-: arms wrapped .. spins  

touchdown366: eyes are spinning watching her spin 

D r a z: wipes the bardown ....looking accroos to the pole  

kelli-: working the pole 

kelli-: lands on my feet 

touchdown366: thinking how good she works the pole 

kelli-: leans back against the pole  

kelli-: hands grip the pole over my head 



kelli-: one hand moving slowly down my body 

touchdown366: my head moves with her every sexy move 

kelli-: finds the tie on my left hip 

kelli-: slowly pulls the string 

touchdown366: looks at her hips 

kelli-: the bottoms drop to the floor 

touchdown366: watches her bottoms fall to the floor 

kelli-: slips behind the pole.. "hiding" 

kelli-: peeks out 

touchdown366: trying to look through the pole 

kelli-: giggles 

touchdown366: laughs at her giggling 

kelli-: snaps my fingers as I dance out from behind the pole 

touchdown366: she a very great view loving it 

kelli-: hands fly out .. strutting to the beat 

touchdown366: oh yess strutt 

kelli-: land on both feet .. legs apart .. dancing to the rhythm 

kelli-: arms flying .. hair flying 

kelli-: back to a strutt 

touchdown366: really loving that view oh my 

kelli-: makes a small circle around the pole 

kelli-: hugs the pole from the back side 

kelli-: stops 

touchdown366: thinks how great she dances on the pole 

D r a z: wipes  the bar down ... 

kelli-: picks up my bikini and walks to the beat up the bar toward Draz 

FoolishHeart26: mmmm.. lucky pole..  

touchdown366: follows kelli to the bar 

D r a z: holds out a LAB robe for kelli  

kelli-: swings the bikini around and around as I make my way up to the robe 

touchdown366:  tells her that was a really great show hun 

kelli-: holds my arms back and backs into the robe 

kelli-: thank you TD .. glad you liked it .. I had fun 

D r a z: slips  the robe around  kelli and ties the belt  

touchdown366:  i really loved it kelli 

kelli-: leans back .. thank you  

FoolishHeart26: stands and applaudss!! great dance Kelli..!! smjless 

kelli-: thanx heart  

kelli-: giggles 

kelli-: I like this kind of music and it's sooo easy to play 

touchdown366:  as i thank her for that breathe taking proformance 

 



kelli-: this song is better 

red-leprachaun: drums to the beat  

kelli-: smiles  

kelli-: nods to the beat 

red-leprachaun: smiles looking at kelli  

kelli-: upper body moving  

kelli-: slides to my feet  

red-leprachaun: dances on my chair to the groove  

kelli-: moves up to the bar 

red-leprachaun: watches kelli moving  

kelli-: left heel pounding the beat 

kelli-: snaps my fingers on the off beats 

red-leprachaun: looks up her sexy legs  

kelli-: spins flaring the dress 

red-leprachaun: leans back watching smiling  

kelli-: working my hips 

kelli-: left left right right 

kelli-: hands move up my body 

kelli-: over my head 

red-leprachaun: follows her motions admiring her body contours  

kelli-: hips thrusting .. left left right right 

FoolishHeart26: sips my drink.. watching the sultry dancer 

kelli-: waits for it 

kelli-: slowly strutts to the edge of the bar  

red-leprachaun: thinks of peachy  

kelli-: swishes the dress back and forth  

red-leprachaun: looks up smiling  

kelli-: looks down at the boys 

red-leprachaun: tapping long to the beat on my thigh  

red-leprachaun: smiles up  

kelli-: hands move up 

kelli-: fingers hook the shoulder strap 

kelli-: slowly turns away  

kelli-: facing the back of the bar 

kelli-: hips sway to the rhythm 

red-leprachaun: watches closely  

kelli-: glance over my shoulder 

kelli-: winks as my fingers push the shoulder strap off  

red-leprachaun: winks back  

kelli-: licks my lips  

kelli-: pulls my arm up and out of the strap 

red-leprachaun: smiles watching her sexy moves  

kelli-: slowly turns back around 

kelli-: drops to my knees 



red-leprachaun: eyes fixed to kelli  

kelli-: on the edge of the bar 

kelli-: reaching behind me 

kelli-: unzips the dress 

FoolishHeart26: she's a woman... and she's gonna do something for you.......   

red-leprachaun: she is doing something with me right now, amazingly sexy dance  

kelli-: slips off the other strap 

kelli-: leans forward and shimmies to the slow beat 

vazziy: *standing in the back watching *  

red-leprachaun: you are beautiful  

kelli-: watching you watch the dress slowly work down my body 

red-leprachaun: looks into kelli's eyes  

kelli-: until it falls to the bar 

kelli-: my deep dark brown eyes locked on yours as my body comes into view 

red-leprachaun: looking up and down her exposed body, taking in all the grace  

red-leprachaun: swallows  

kelli-: still on my knees .. my hands slowly move up from the front of my thighs as the 

song ends 

red-leprachaun: starts to breath again  

kelli-: laying on my side  

red-leprachaun: adjust my sitting  

kelli-: nothing but a small red bandeau strapless and a tiny red g string 

kelli-: lays out on the bar 

red-leprachaun: watching kelli's body  

kelli-: kicks the dress away 

FoolishHeart26: smiles as my eyes wander all over Kelli's ravishing body...  

red-leprachaun: catches her dress  

kelli-: stretching out on my tummie 

red-leprachaun: tracing her g string and bandeau with my eyes  

kelli-: my nearly nude form slowly humping the bar 

red-leprachaun: oh my,  

kelli-: brings my hands beside my shoulders 

kelli-: ever sooo slowly pushing up into a downward dog yoga pose  

red-leprachaun: watches smiling  

kelli-: walks my hands toward my feet 

kelli-: tucks my head and roll forward to my feet  

kelli-: breaks into a wild dance 

kelli-: hands on my hips 

kelli-: facing you 

red-leprachaun: looking up smiling taking it all in  

kelli-: leaning forward slighly  

red-leprachaun: looks back up in her bronw eyes  

kelli-: hair flying 

FoolishHeart26: mmmm.. wild one she is... smiles 



red-leprachaun: whispers soflty , she is wild indeed  

kelli-: feet apart .. hands fly up  

red-leprachaun: looking up her legs  

kelli-: slowly turning as I dance to the crazy beat 

kelli-: the tiny g string disappears between my legs  

kelli-: back to you 

red-leprachaun: gasps  

kelli-: leaning forward 

kelli-: flexing my ass to the beat 

red-leprachaun: sees her ass muscles flex  

kelli-: leaning back.. hair flying.. back arched  

kelli-: leaning back farther 

red-leprachaun: licks my lips  

kelli-: hands touch the bar 

kelli-: should give you an interesting view of my body 

red-leprachaun: nods  

kelli-: kicking my feet up to a hand stand and over back onto my feet 

red-leprachaun: it is hard to think about breathing watching you kelli  

red-leprachaun: slowly rocks the beat in my chair  

kelli-: stands with my hands on my hips .. breathing hard from the exercise .. only body 

part moving is my left heel tapping the beat 

kelli-: feet apart .. watching you watch me 

red-leprachaun: looks up admiring your sexy body  

FoolishHeart26: swings my legs .. watching Kelli..... 

kelli-: moves slowly to the edge of the bar 

kelli-: as the music intensifies  

vazziy: *watching kelli.... as she approaches the bar *  

FoolishHeart26: smiles over to Vazzly... why don't come sit with me so you canhave a good view 

too...  

kelli-: I'm ON the bar vazz 

red-leprachaun: watches kelli  

vazziy: *goes over.. sits next to Heart*  

kelli-: stands .. feet apart .. infront of everyone 

kelli-: steps across to the arms of reds chair 

kelli-: one foot on each arm  

kelli-: hands slowly move down my body 

red-leprachaun: looks up straight following her legs  

vazziy: *glancing down as Heart swings her legs *  

kelli-: looking straight down  

red-leprachaun: observes her beautiful body close  

kelli-: fingers finally reach the waist band of my g string 

FoolishHeart26: places my hand to Vazz's thigh as we watch the alluring Kelli... mmmm.  

kelli-: finger tips trace the band around my hips 

red-leprachaun: tensions grows rapidly  



kelli-: slowly down the plunging V front  

red-leprachaun: eyes glued to her fingers  

vazziy: *sliding my arm around Heart ... smilese at her .. the watches kellis fingers on her g string  

kelli-: whispers ... good thing I shaved .. smiles 

red-leprachaun: watches her smooth shining skin  

red-leprachaun: swallows  

kelli-: fingers spread .. two one each side of the band  

kelli-: keep slowly tracing it toward the center 

FoolishHeart26: bites my lip watching Kelli... and smiles to Vazz.. she's sooo hot ehhh??  

kelli-: upper body slowly swaying to the music  

red-leprachaun: watches the fabric  

natalie_uk_2: watches kelli 

natalie_uk_2: can't take my eyes off her sexy moves 

vazziy: mm  Yes she is 

kelli-: fingers reach the tiny V of thin fabric  just above where it disappears between my 

legs... except from reds view  

red-leprachaun: looks into kelli's eyes  

natalie_uk_2: feeling very tingly watching 

kelli-: watching reds eyes  

red-leprachaun: smiles  

kelli-: hands move.. fingers on the outside of the bands  

kelli-: sloowwwlly slipping down past the top of the patch of triangular material  

kelli-: on the outsides 

kelli-: down ... down .. around the beginning of my tights 

natalie_uk_2: picks up a beer mat from the table and fans her blushing face 

red-leprachaun: my eyes are seeing only her fingers tracing  

kelli-: hands spread out on my extreme upper thighs 

red-leprachaun: my eyes smile intendly, my jaw drops  

red-leprachaun: watching her concealed beauty so close  

kelli-: my right hand moves to the center and cups my body 

red-leprachaun: licks my lips  

natalie_uk_2: gulps and realises my mouth is suddenly very dry 

kelli-: my fingers seperate leaving just my middle finger touching the very center of the 

material  

natalie_uk_2: omg kelli 

kelli-: pressing lightly  

red-leprachaun: follows the trace with my eyes  

red-leprachaun: watching the fabric shape to the skin covering it  

kelli-: moving up the center of the patch giving me a tiny camel toe 

kelli-: hips pick up the new beat  

red-leprachaun: breath goes faster  

natalie_uk_2: can't take my eyes off Kelli's sexy moves 

kelli-: beginning to thrust as my fingers reach my skin at the top of the V shaped patch  

red-leprachaun: forgets about all but her gorgeous body so close  



kelli-: my left hand moves over my head .. my right hand flat on my tummie 

kelli-: thrusting harder 

kelli-: left left  

kelli-: right right 

kelli-: push 

red-leprachaun: excitement arouses watches her move so close  

kelli-: hips gyrate in circles 

kelli-: jumps back to the bar  

kelli-: breaks into a wild dance 

kelli-: hair flying 

red-leprachaun: follows her with my eyes  

kelli-: head whipping around 

kelli-: turns  

kelli-: leans forward, back to you 

kelli-: arching back  

red-leprachaun: looks up at you  

red-leprachaun: mesmerized  

kelli-: ass bouncing to the hard beat 

kelli-: hands on my hips 

kelli-: ass muscles flexing wildly to the beat 

kelli-: drops to my knees  

kelli-: leans wayyyy back  

kelli-: giving red a view straight down my body  

red-leprachaun: smiles as i swallow her body with my eyes  

natalie_uk_2: decides kelli's dance is too erotic and rushes to the ladies room 

FoolishHeart26: my head tilts to the side.. following Kellis sensual movements 

kelli-: pressing my head on the bar 

red-leprachaun: my eyes follow her curves  

kelli-: arching up  

kelli-: hips bouncing to the beat 

red-leprachaun: adjust the tension in my jeans  

FoolishHeart26: lol @ Natalie 

kelli-: pulls myself up to my knees  

FoolishHeart26: mmmmm... smiles at Kelli..  

kelli-: grins as I realize that vazz disappeared 

red-leprachaun: smiles watching  

kelli-: facing everyone 

FoolishHeart26: he's gone to men's room . i presume 

red-leprachaun: hi wee  

kelli-: leaning forward 

kelli-: shimmies my shoulders to the beat 

red-leprachaun: smiles at Heart  

FoolishHeart26: smiles back at red..  

red-leprachaun: she is incredibly hot  



red-leprachaun: winks at Heart  

kelli-: sits on the edge of the bar  

kelli-: swings my legs  

red-leprachaun: watches kelli closely  

kelli-: smiles  

FoolishHeart26: this is a room for imaginative and wondweful minds wee..  

red-leprachaun: you are amazing kelli  

kelli-: was this the first time you say a dance in LAB, red? 

kelli-: saw 

red-leprachaun: yes kelli  

FoolishHeart26: winks back to Red... totally she is...smiles 

kelli-: hope you enjoyed 

red-leprachaun: and you made a big impression kelli, i totally enjoyed!  

red-leprachaun: hands kelli her dress  

red-leprachaun: i caught it for you  

kelli-: I hope vazz made it to the bathroom before he... didn't make it to the bathroom 

LMAO 

kelli-: thanx  

red-leprachaun: thank you kelli, that was truely a great pleasure to watch  

kelli-: folds it and sets it on my chair.. I prefer dressing like this 

red-leprachaun: smiles i dont mind watching you like this  

FoolishHeart26: lol Kelli..  

red-leprachaun: smiles at kelli  

kelli-: soooo you have a wand in your pocket, or are you just happy to see me? 

red-leprachaun: maybe both, it might be a wand  

red-leprachaun: chuckles  

red-leprachaun: not exactly sure what part of kelli si on fire al, but i am completely lol  

kelli-: most of me red 

kelli-: maybe not my toes  

red-leprachaun: winks at kelli  

kelli-: sits up straight moving my legs slightly apart 

red-leprachaun: sips my drink watching kelli's g string  

 

 

kelli-: working my shoulders to the beat 

kelli-: stands up straight .. hands behind my head 

FoolishHeart26: ohhh gezzz..  

kelli-: hips thrust to the fast rhythm 

touchdown366: oh yesssssssssssssss thrust away kelli 

kelli-: left left right right  

bigbadwoof2008: lol scarlett hahahaha 

scarlett2angel: kelli asked if she could cumm twice 



kelli-: hands fly up high 

kelli-: hips swivel  

touchdown366: ggod i hope sooooooooooooooo 

bigbadwoof2008: my bet is she can 

kelli-: two tickets .. why not? 

kelli-: if I like it.. much more .. or whole that be .. many more..  

kelli-: would that be 

FoolishHeart26: ohhh myy... sure she can ... !..   

kelli-: does a sneaky lil dance 

kelli-: slowly turns  

kelli-: hands move over my skin 

kelli-: round and round my hips and ass goes  

bigbadwoof2008: i love to watch your ass kelli   

touchdown366:  as i  go round and round watching that sexy ass 

kelli-: leans forward  

kelli-: hands move up my inner thighs 

kelli-: higher  

kelli-: as my ass sways  

kelli-: up the middle  

touchdown366: my hand moves forward to give her another 100 

kelli-: straightens up 

kelli-: looks over my shoulder 

kelli-: hoping no one is watching as I cup my pussy  

D r a z: smiles watching the over shoulder look  

bigbadwoof2008: omg 

kelli-: giggles at woof 

kelli-: I told ya LMAO 

D r a z: hugs hi kelleen  

bigbadwoof2008: LMAO 

Kelleen: huggles draz 

Kelleen: and howdy everyone 

FoolishHeart26: ohhh myy...  

FoolishHeart26: hello kellen.. hugsss 

touchdown366: looks for scarlett to get back with my money 

kelli-: swivels my hips  

touchdown366:  waves to kelleen 

scarlett2angel: i gave it to you td 

scarlett2angel: enjoy 

kelli-: dancing back from the edge of the bar with a fist full of TDs money 

Kelleen: howdy TD 

touchdown366: thanks must have been distracted 

FoolishHeart26: yes she did Td...  

kelli-: giggles.. we work together TD LMAO 

scarlett2angel: kelli does have that effect on guys 



Kelleen: is kelli taking people's money LOL 

bigbadwoof2008: good for you kelli ....    take all that money 

kelli-: does a crazy lil dane 

touchdown366: smiles its a great plan 

kelli-: dance 

kelli-: drops to my knees infront of TD 

kelli-: hands him the bundle of cash .. I wouldn't keep it 

touchdown366: puts a 100 in my mouth 

touchdown366:  hoping she will bite the other end 

kelli-: leans forward and takes the 100 in my teeth 

Kelleen: oh my watching 

kelli-: eyes watching TDs  

touchdown366: oh yesss so sexy 

touchdown366: looking into her eyes 

kelli-: leaning way over on all fours 

kelli-: my ass wagging to the music 

kelli-: winks  

D r a z:  laffs to see the shaking buttt  

touchdown366: looks over her to see the ass wiggle 

kelli-: takes the bill in my hand  

kelli-: moves up on my knees  

Kelleen: taking a seat at the bar watching  

kelli-: slips the bill in the bottom of the sports bra near the front and winks 

kelli-: waves at Kel .. smiles 

touchdown366: taps the stage as watch 

Kelleen: waves to kelli smiles 

kelli-: hands high over my head.. shimmies my shoulders 

kelli-: leans forward as I shimmy 

kelli-: smiles at TD 

touchdown366: thinks to self sell my soul for kelli 

kelli-: catches the beat 

kelli-: starts to sway 

kelli-: eyes locked on TD 

Kelleen: sipping a water watching her move  

touchdown366: smiles as she sways 

kelli-: body leads .. head follows 

kelli-: still on my knees 

kelli-: hands slowly move down  

kelli-: around my neck  

kelli-: eyes close 

kelli-: as my hands slowly move down  

kelli-: facing up as my hands move over my boobs 

touchdown366: wondering what is going through her head as she so seductively 

kelli-: swaying to the beat  



kelli-: hands reach the bare skin between my sports bra and tight yoga shorts  

Kelleen: watching the beads of sweat  

kelli-: fingers spread wide on my skin 

kelli-: slowly roam  

touchdown366: my eyes watching touch her self 

kelli-: down over my hips  

kelli-: one hand on my tummie .. fingers wide 

kelli-: the other down my thigh 

Kelleen: seeing the shorts hugging her curves 

kelli-: swaying .. slowly moving .. eyes open to find TD 

touchdown366: watches her move both hands 

touchdown366: watching her looking at me 

kelli-: finger tips trace the leg of the skin tight yoga shorts 

kelli-: the other hand playing with the waist band 

D r a z: grins watching the fingers 

touchdown366: eyes locked on kelli 

kelli-: one hand moving up .. the other moving down  

touchdown366: wishing they were my hands 

kelli-: finger tips trace the camel toe  

kelli-: tongue licks my lips as I stare at TD 

touchdown366: can barely stand as i getting so worked up watching her 

kelli-: fingers slip under the waist band and roll it down one time 

touchdown366: lick my lips staring back at her 

kelli-: right hand slowly explores the newly exposed skin  

FoolishHeart26: settles back to my corner.  watching Kelli..  

kelli-: leans back  

touchdown366: ohhhhhhhhhhhhh what great exploration she is doing i think to myself 

kelli-: hips catch the beat ...  

kelli-: thrusting .. left left right right 

touchdown366: loooks at her to see if i can sit on the end of the stage 

kelli-: body works in a wave from my tights to my head 

kelli-: thighs 

Kelleen: god you are pretty kelli 

kelli-: looks at TDs fist full of bills 

kelli-: grins as my fingers trace the legs band 

FoolishHeart26: she is as always right Kellen?  

touchdown366: such a great body as i hold my fist full of bills 

kelli-: fingers slip just under the leg band and move around it 

touchdown366: traces her movements on my leg 

touchdown366: slips 200 under her band 

kelli-: smiles and leans over on all fours .. giving TD a long wet open mouth kisss 

touchdown366: kisses her back passionatly 

kelli-: pops back up to my knees  

kelli-: swaying back and forth 



touchdown366: sways with her 

kelli-: rolls over backward and up to my feet ..  

kelli-: slowly turns as I dance .. shakin my ass at tD 

touchdown366: watches as she shakes that so sexy ass 

kelli-: hands move high over my head 

kelli-: step thrust step thrust to the beat 

touchdown366: thinking of the thrusting as she moves 

kelli-: faces out ..  

kelli-: hands behind my head  

kelli-: hips thrust  

kelli-: swivel  

touchdown366: so sexy as she thrust over and over 

kelli-: thrust 

touchdown366: leans on the stage and watches her do her magic 

kelli-: moves to the beat down the bar to the girls 

touchdown366: watches as she goes by 

scarlett2angel: softly whistlessss to this tuneee 

kelli-: hands move to my hips 

FoolishHeart26: mmmm... wets my lip watching  Kelli 

kelli-: swivels right and left 

kelli-: finger slip under the waist band and flip it one time 

touchdown366: moves to the bar 

kelli-: slowly turn as I dance  

kelli-: hips rotate .. hands move slowly high over my head 

scarlett2angel: smiles at Heart ..tilts my head and lets my long hair cover my right breast 

as Kelli shows us why she comes here 

FoolishHeart26: feels my body reacting to Kelli's seductive dance 

touchdown366: watches as her slow moves burn images in my mind 

kelli-: looks over my shoulder at the girls and winks 

kelli-: dances to the edge of the bar  

FoolishHeart26: winks and smiles back to Scarlett..  

kelli-: feet apart  

touchdown366: thinks oh what we could do to this tune 

kelli-: oh what I"m gonna do to this tune 

scarlett2angel: sorry td smiles up at Kelli as i slowly slide a folded 100 dollar bil up her 

right leg tickling her long toned leg as i slip the bill under her band  

kelli-: hands slip under the waist band and roll it 

D r a z: laffs 

touchdown366: smiles as i watch 

kelli-: twice  

kelli-: hands move up  

scarlett2angel: winks at Kelli turns and rocks my ass with the tune as i move back to my 

seat 

kelli-: drop to my knees 



kelli-: head whips my hair around 

Kelleen: smiles watching the dance bitting my lip 

kelli-: knees apart on the bar  

touchdown366: sits on the bar stool watching kelli getting worked up 

kelli-: hands follow the contour of the curves and valleys exposed by the rolled yoga 

shorts 

kelli-: rolls them one more time 

kelli-: leans back  

kelli-: head back  

kelli-: leans further 

kelli-: way back  

kelli-: head touches the bar behind me 

FoolishHeart26: swallows some air.  watching Kelli.. mmm..  

kelli-: thrusting 

touchdown366: wonders how far back she can go 

D r a z:  grins watching  kelli   as she thrusts to the beat 

touchdown366: counts the beats 

kelli-: I go all the way TD LOL  

kelli-: collapse on the bar 

D r a z: stands and applauds kelli ,,,,,,,,,,,,Bravio Bravo # 

FoolishHeart26: wooohoooo!! Kelli..!! stands and applauds..!! 

scarlett2angel: stands claps and makes the peice sign Kelli showed me 

kelli-: laffs at scarlett  

kelli-: pulls myself up to kneeling 

FoolishHeart26: lol Scarlett... yeaahhh doing it now too..!!! lol 

touchdown366: gives her a big standing ovation 

Kelleen: clapping for kelli 

kelli-: stands and almost loses the shorts 

touchdown366: and what a show it is 

kelli-: thank you guys and girls 

scarlett2angel: claps lose the shorts lose the shorts lol 

kelli-: not in here scarlett 

D r a z: great danc kelli  hugs  

kelli-: hugs.. thank you 

Kelleen: great dance kelli kisser her cheek 

 

kelli-: heads up the back steps to the bar 

kelli-: catches the beat 

kelli-: spins and jumps into the rhythm 

NeveahCaine: *sips along the last of my drink watching kelli ,eyes taking in every move* 

cptfire35: kels gonna dance? 

kelli-: dancing hard .. hair flying 



ukjake39: jumps onto the empty stool nearest to the bar 

kelli-: hands on hips .. leaning forward at the waist ..  

cptfire35: my lucky day 

paveduck: mmmm kelli's dances are ALWAYS good  

kelli-: water droplets running down my body and legs from the still wet thong bikini 

kelli-: whips my hair .. water flying 

cptfire35: awesome 

ukjake39: watches and smiles as cold water droplets splash me from kelli's shake 

kelli-: hands over my head  

cptfire35: dont mind kel gettin me wet 

kelli-: slinky S moves to the wild rhythm 

cptfire35: can we get her wet 

kelli-: giggles at cpt 

kelli-: strutts down the bar  

cptfire35: i hope thats a YES 

kelli-: shakin my fully exposed bootay  

NeveahCaine: *just watches quietly from the shadows *  

paveduck: the patented kelli strut  

D r a z: watchs kelli strutt down the bar 

cptfire35: now she can twostep 

kelli-: bends at the waist and picks up four spray bottles  

ukjake39: bites my lip as i watch kelli's bunns gyrate 

kelli-: sets one infront of Draz 

cptfire35: her skin is glistening 

kelli-: dances over to cpt .. bends at the waist and sets on infront of him 

kelli-: then dances down to ducke and Jake 

cptfire35: three legged stool just became four 

paveduck: hmmm i was hoping she had a supersoaker rather than a spray bottle  

kelli-: bends down stiff legged and hands the last two to the guys 

paveduck: takes the spray bottle from kelli  

cptfire35: she is small and delicate..no supersoaker 

ukjake39: takes the spray and smiles 

kelli-: shimmies my upper body while still bend down 

ukjake39: thinks a water fight would be a waste of this water 

kelli-: spins and strutts to the beat 

cptfire35: fire away boys 

cptfire35: supermisters 

kelli-: knees infront of cpt .. dancing on my knees .. arms high ... granting his wish 

cptfire35: dont miss a drop of kelli 

kelli-: sways as I smile at cpt .. waiting 

cptfire35: i see two hard targets in front of my eyes 

cptfire35: awesome hard supple nips 

kelli-: I set them on mist.. don't change them 

D r a z: squirts the water in strong jet onto kellys tuummy till it is exhausted  



paveduck: well aim and fire, fire!  

kelli-: HAHAHAHAHAHA leave it to Draz 

ukjake39: sprays myself a little to cool me down 

cptfire35: wow..do you know her nips cam get even harder? 

kelli-: leans over to Draz and gives him a long wet open mouth kiss 

cptfire35: she melts in front of draz 

kelli-: dripping on the bar 

cptfire35: for good reason 

cptfire35: and some of the drippings are cuming from the misters 

kelli-: gives cpt one more chance as I dance on my knees infront of him 

NeveahCaine: *watches as Kelli dances and just blushes * 

kelli-: leans way over the edge of the bar .. kissing cpt deeply and... wet 

cptfire35: with kelli...many! 

cptfire35: i think i used up my load:-).of water 

kelli-: Garrett lasted 3 rounds last night then kinda "Petered" out 

RocketManFL: cpti think you may be missing the point 

RocketManFL: *cpt* 

cptfire35: you have a way of drying the up kel 

kelli-: pops up and does a wild lil dance down the bar 

kelli-: for those who have cum late, I was in the pool before dancing and this is what I 

have on 

kelli-: http://www.yandy.com/Two-Piece-Thong-Bikini.php 

cptfire35: its still on? 

kelli-: stands infront of jake  

cptfire35: dont hide that body kel 

kelli-: swivels my hips  

ukjake39: readjusts my stool for the best angle 

kelli-: slowly turning 

kelli-: hands up high  

ukjake39: strokes my sprayer in anticipation 

RocketManFL: smh 

kelli-: swivel .. thrust swivel .. thrust 

ukjake39: getting an itchy trigger figure but dont want to miss with my shot 

kelli-: back you Jake 

cptfire35: with kel..sprayer is always at the ready 

kelli-: bends slightly at the waist  

ukjake39: as kelli bends i squeeze sending a fine mist over boobs and chest 

kelli-: bouncing my fully exposed bunns to the beat 

ukjake39: then watch as it trickles down 

kelli-: smiles .. lifting my hands high  

ukjake39: hoping i wasnt premature is spray again 

kelli-: swivels my hips  

D r a z: laffs 

ukjake39: helping more water trickle down kelli's sexy body 



kelli-: feels the cool mist hit my skin and trickle  

kelli-: facing Jake .. at the edge of the bar.. body swaying 

ukjake39: gives ny bottle a wristy shake 

ukjake39: my 

kelli-: feet apart .. leans forward 

cptfire35: you can be premature with kel as long as you can quickly reload 

kelli-: hands move up my wet skin 

ukjake39: and sends a fine jet over her boobies again 

ukjake39: the cold helper her stick out a lil more 

ukjake39: helping 

andycali_19: and good afternoon to you nev 

ukjake39: bikini soaked from the sprays and contouring her body 

ukjake39: ..what little of a bikini there is 

kelli-: hands cup my boobs in the thin black material .. the chill of the mist causing a 

couple of bumps to be rather prominant 

ukjake39: and kelli's hardly dressed body causing something else to be rather prominent 

NeveahCaine: *just watches kelli dance as i shift and cross one long leg over the other *  

kelli-: looks at jakes spray bottle to try to see if he has anything left in the tank 

ukjake39: presses the "automatic reload button" 

kelli-: smiles and giggles  

ukjake39:    

kelli-: whispers to Jake 

kelli-: down on my knees at the edge of the bar 

kelli-: leans way over moving my hair out of the way off my back 

ukjake39: reaches over and pulls the string on kelli's top slowly  

ukjake39: thinking of what a good souvenir it would make 

kelli-: feels it come undone as the bikini top falls lose and I catch it with both hands and 

straighten up 

kelli-: stands and dances with just the halter around the neck tied 

ukjake39: thinks what a good idea it was to grab the best stool 

kelli-: dancing slowly and seductively  

cptfire35: perfect music 

kelli-: the wettnes holding the thin material to my boobs 

kelli-: hands high over my head 

NeveahCaine: rest well Draz * smiles * sweetest of dreams  

kelli-: body swaying 

kelli-: hands move down  

kelli-: hips swivel  

kelli-: hands trace the edge of my bikini bottoms 

kelli-: leans back  

kelli-: air guitar 

kelli-: hips thrust left and right 

kelli-: drops to my knees  



ukjake39: leans on the bar to get the best possible view 

kelli-: perfect target for jake as I lean back  

kelli-: leaning back further 

kelli-: waiting to feel the mist 

ukjake39: sprays another shower over kelli as she leans over..watches as the mist slowly 

falls on her 

kelli-: head touching the bar behind me 

kelli-: my skin quivers at the cool mist 

kelli-: collapse 

D r a z: stands and applauds  kelli bravo ,,,,,,,,,,kelli ..........  

kelli-: winks at Draz 

D r a z:  winks back at kelli 

NeveahCaine: *claps wildly and whistles *  

kelli-: pulls back up to my knees 

RocketManFL: claps 

RocketManFL: woo hooo 

kelli-: thank you Draz .. hope I didn't keep you too long 

ukjake39: jumps off my stools lets out a woop and claps kelli loudly 

kelli-: smiles .. thank you everyone 

kelli-: I was sooo much fun 

D r a z:  ty neve hugssssssss 

kelli-: jumps down to the floor .. moves my hair and asks jake to tie the bow again please 

ukjake39: goes against my principles but with shaking hands i tie the string up again a 

asked 

kelli-: turns and gives Jake a long deep wet kiss  

 

 

kelli-: jumps out of my seat to the floor .. hands high .. dancing wildy to .. stiff upper lip 

kelli-: thrusting hips hard left left right right  

kelli-: giggles .. wanna see how they work Poppy? 

NeveahCaine: *peeks back in and looks between the conversations and hip thrusts *  

Master_joe: Stiff..upper lip 

kelli-: picks a vacant area at the bar, get a little running start and slides up onto the bar 

on my side  

kelli-: rolls up to my feet  

kelli-: stands at the edge of the bar right in the middle of everyone 

NeveahCaine: *blushes deeply and just smiles* thank you Myls, i shall be most aware as 

to not get bumped or pushed by them 

kelli-: feet apart.. rolling my hips to the music 

kelli-: Draz isn't here to play my play list 

kelli-: but I'll make it work 

kelli-: slowly turns as I dance to the steady beat  



Poppy England: *sips from her glass looking up at kelli*  

kelli-: facing the back, leaning forward at the hip and arching my back  

kelli-: bouncing my nearly exposed ass cheeks to the beat 

kelli-: the skin tight terry shorts not leaving too much to the imagination 

Master_joe: mmm yess twerk for us 

scarlett2angel: whistles from upstairs wow Kelliiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Poppy England: *puts her glass down and applauds the twerking 

kelli-: waits for it 

kelli-: ok .. this is how it's done 

dancing dancing: Hello Poppy, from my side of the world 

Poppy England: *waves to dancing* 

kelli-: runs toward the pole, skips once and jumps up spinning around and around 

kelli-: lets go with my hands 

kelli-: spinning 

kelli-: hair flying out 

Master_joe: nice 

kelli-: pulls back up wrapping my arms  

kelli-: legs releasing  

kelli-: swings to build momentum 

kelli-: flips my legs up over top of me 

Poppy England: *gasps* 

kelli-: twists my legs around the pole 

kelli-: lets go with my arms 

kelli-: gyrates to the music 

kelli-: sheesh 

kelli-: ok I'll do this 

kelli-: arms wrap the pole 

ukjake39: slips back in quietly and takes up my regular stool by the bar 

mylstoknowhere: growls at the gryrations  

kelli-: lets go with my legs and flys around twice 

ukjake39: watches kelli spin and tries not to get dizzy 

kelli-: twists my arms and legs tightly around the pole.. arms over my head 

kelli-: peeks out from behind the pole at everyone  

Poppy England: *looks up at kelli, amazed* 

kelli-: deep brown eyes full of mischief  

Master_joe: peek a boo 

scarlett2angel: waves down to Kelli wiggles my nose .... 

Master_joe: peek 

ukjake39: pops my cap on my lap as usual during a kelli dance 

kelli-: licks my lips  

kelli-: pressing my body against the pole .. legs wrapped tightly  

kelli-: hips slowly thrust against the pole to the beat 

Master_joe: lucky pole 

ukjake39: wonders if the fancy dress shop has a costume to disguise myself as a pole 



kelli-: lets go of the pole with my arms 

kelli-: leans back  

Master_joe: sorry having problems thinking for some reason or 2 

kelli-: hands slowly move up my body 

kelli-: cross infront of me as I hang from the pole by my legs 

mylstoknowhere: << thinks quite clearly when looking at cleavage ....grinsssssss 

Poppy England: *watches, fascinated* 

kelli-: tugging the bottom of my cropped tshirt up slowly 

ukjake39: thinks its something to do with blood and oxygen taking a detour 

kelli-: slowly pulls off the small cropped tshirt 

kelli-: tosses it aside 

kelli-: dancing upside down hanging from the pole by my legs 

Master_joe: mmm Batgirl 

Poppy England: *applauds kelli* 

ukjake39: finds my head turning upside down following kelli 

kelli-: the tight little stretchy terry cloth short shorts all thats left 

kelli-: places my hands on the floor  

kelli-: kicks over with my legs to dance on my feet 

Master_joe: mmm 

kelli-: hands move high over my head 

Master_joe: very nice 

kelli-: stretching my small body up and back as my hips move the the beat 

kelli-: feet slightly apart, leaning way back  

ukjake39: watches hypnotised at kellis hot body 

kelli-: hand on the floor behind me, body in and upside down U 

Master_joe: mmm yess 

Master_joe: arch 

shane92770:  smile and wave at poppy and scarlett 

kelli-: flips back to my hands, my ass lands againt the pole  

kelli-: legs wrap  

scarlett2angel: hello shane 

ukjake39: thinks back to the spray bottles but making the pole slippy might not be a plan 

kelli-: rocks back and forth  

shane92770: i walk up to the dance floor with a 20  in hand 

kelli-: builds momentum 

kelli-: slings my body up and grabs the pole 

kelli-: slips to my feet  

Poppy England: come back soon dancing 

kelli-: dancing on the floor  

scarlett2angel: i just cleaned that pole too  

Master_joe: how? 

kelli-: smiles at poppy .. that's the pole 

Master_joe:  



shane92770: holding a 20 for kelli 

Poppy England: amazing kelli 

scarlett2angel: whistles for Kelli  

kelli-: I can't take it shane.. I have no top on.. I can't leave the stage  

mylstoknowhere: cleaned it with? scarlett grinsssss 

kelli-: now for the cage 

shane92770: come get it when done 

kelli-: but first .. we have to warm up everyone 

scarlett2angel: ok guys get your minds out of the gutter 

Poppy England: *takes the 20 off shane and puts it in the top of her boot for kelli 

Poppy England: *gives kelli a thumbs up* 

kelli-: taps my heel to the beat 

kelli-: hands move up my body  

kelli-: does a slinky S move .. bending at the knees 

kelli-: then back up .. hands moving down  

kelli-: over my boobs  

shane92770: i sit and watch 

kelli-: thrusting my hips to the beat 

ukjake39: oh my that has an effect 

kelli-: hands slip down  

kelli-: over my bare torso 

scarlett2angel: moves to end of the stage smiles at Kelli as i fold up a hundred dollar bill 

places it between my lips ..winks and shimmys my shoulders so my long hair covers my 

tits 

kelli-: fingers slowly trace the waist band of my skin tight stretchy terry cloth short 

shorts 

mylstoknowhere: and u want us to get our minds outa the gutter scarlett? sheeesh 

kelli-: dances over the scarlett  

kelli-: leans down  

kelli-: on all fours and takes the bill out of scarletts teeth with mine 

scarlett2angel: this is how i tip Kelli winks bends over letting my skirt slide up my ass 

archs back up smiles and wiggles the bill so Kelli can take it 

mylstoknowhere: brb folks hungry pooch here pacing the floors lol 

Master_joe: something tellsme the crowd wonltlikeme tipping the same manner... 

kelli-: dancing back over close to the cage 

kelli-: holds a bar on the outside of the cage with both hands 

kelli-: wiggles my ass to the beat 

kelli-: looks at everyone over my shoulder and smiles 

Master_joe:    

ukjake39: watches kelli's ass closely admiring the wiggle 

kelli-: leans down ..  

Poppy England: *watching, really curious.... 

kelli-: slides my hands up the inside of my thighs 



kelli-: slowly trace the leg bands with my fingers 

kelli-: right hand up the small camel toe in the center  

kelli-: eyes close.. head facing up  

kelli-: as my fingers trace 

kelli-: then slowly move up to the waist band 

kelli-: rolling the waist band slowly 

Master_joe: mmm 

kelli-: watching the crowd .. as I roll it a second time 

ukjake39: eyes fixed on kelli's fingers 

Master_joe: got my attention 

Poppy England: *grins and takes lots of mental notes* 

kelli-: one more time as I slowly turn to the music ..  

kelli-: hands move up my body 

kelli-: high over my head as I slowly dance and turn  

kelli-: until I reach profile 

kelli-: grab the bars of the cage and climb in  

kelli-: slowly dance in the cage 

ukjake39: damn that was a fancy dress costume i could have had 

kelli-: hips swivel .. exposed from the wasit band rolled  

kelli-: back to everyone  

kelli-: my hands slip the short shorts off my bunns  

kelli-: looking over my shoulder 

Master_joe: yess  

Poppy England: oh wow, that is very daring 

kelli-: grins as my feet move apart slightly  

ukjake39: claps as kelli exposes her ass 

Master_joe:    

kelli-: slowly slips the short short off past my thighs and lets them drop to the floor of the 

cage 

Master_joe: mmmmmmm yess 

ukjake39: loves the view from my bar stool 

kelli-: waits for the music  

kelli-: heel pounds the cage floor to the new beat 

kelli-: step out to the short shorts on the floor 

kelli-: slowly turning toward the crowd as I dance and thrust my hips to the beat 

kelli-: grabs two bars at the front of the cage 

GuitarslingerMike: looking kelli up and down as I find a seat on the couch...  

GuitarslingerMike: grins and nods...  

kelli-: feet apart .. leaning forward slightly .. body swaying to the beat 

kelli-: stretches up .. grabbing the bars on the top of the cage 

Master_joe: good ghnng she is caged...  

Master_joe: thing 

kelli-: pulling myself up and locking my legs over the bars .. hanging upside down  



Poppy England: *looks up, noting kelli's sexy moves* 

ukjake39: think some of us guys might need caging 

Master_joe: it is for her protection...lol 

kelli-: swinging, gyrating and moving to the beat 

Master_joe: keep us away 

kelli-: giggles at the song 

Master_joe: It takes balls to be a woman? 

kelli-: grabs the bars .. unhooks my legs and drops to the cage floor 

kelli-: dancing to the country beat 

kelli-: leans back  

kelli-: grabs my crotch 

kelli-: takes balls but...  

kelli-: oh well  

Master_joe: thinking this singer needs to repeat sex ed 101 

GuitarslingerMike: chuckles at the crotch grab...  

kelli-: LAFFS 

kelli-: slowly turns hands and hair flying  

Master_joe: mmm 

kelli-: moves to the front of the cage 

kelli-: wraps around the verticle bar  

kelli-: hips thrust against the bar to the beat 

kelli-: hand flys high as it ends 

Master_joe: claps 

kelli-: grabs my short shorts..  

ukjake39: takes a gulp of my drink without moving my gaze 

Poppy England: *claps madly~* that was wonderful kelli 

kelli-: slipping them on .. AND THAT!! is the cage Poppy 

ukjake39: wooot woot claps and cheers kelli 

Poppy England: think it may take me a while to learn both kelli 

kelli-: hops out of the cage and finds my cropped top  

Master_joe: Standing ovation 

scarlett2angel: claps for Kelli  

kelli-: slips it on  

andrea_33: great performance kelli 

kelli-: thank you .. everyone.. THAT was fun  

Poppy England: *takes the 20 from the top of her boot and hands it up to kelli whispering 

'that is from shane as a tip' * 

Master_joe: sonething for Kelli please 

ukjake39: no thanks you we had wayyyyy more fun i reckon 

kelli-: moves to the edge of the bar .. kneels infront of Poppy .. it goes there.. pointing to 

the front of my waist band 

kelli-: thank you shane .. where ever you are 

Poppy England: *giggles and slides the bill into the front of kelli's waist band* 

Master_joe: here too Kelli 



kelli-: tummie shivers to the touch 

kelli-: leans forward and kisses Poppy long and wet on the lips 

Poppy England: *jumps* oh wow 

ukjake39: takes out a large one and holds it for kelli....looks like a hundred 

kelli-: whispers .. thanks for baby sitting the money 

Poppy England: my pleasure for such an artist 

kelli-: moves over infront of Jake 

ukjake39: rolls up the note and slides it in kelli's waistband 

kelli-: straightens up on my knees  

kelli-: leans over and gives Jake a long wet kiss  

GuitarslingerMike: settles back on the couch waiting for kelli to come over...  

kelli-: where is scarlett>> looking around  

ukjake39: winks to kelli after enjoying her hot kiss 

Master_joe: mmm 

andrea_33: laugsh just teasing you jake 

scarlett2angel: smiles up here..waves from the top of the stairs 

Master_joe: I will cover her and my tip Kelli 

kelli-: looks around the bar to see if anyone else wants to contribute to the Kelli 

Foundation.. I'm building a house .. LOL 

kelli-: straightens up on my knees so Joe has room 

Master_joe: tips you twice  once for me once for scarlett 

Master_joe: mine goes nicely in band... 

kelli-: smiles at joe..  

Master_joe: Scarlett's gets put in deep 

Master_joe:    

kelli-: holds still and joe tucks the bill deep in my short shorts 

kelli-: watching him closely 

Master_joe: mmm yes you watch as i tease you as i take hand out 

kelli-: puts my hands on his shoulders and pulls him close .. giving him a long wet open 

mouth kiss  

Master_joe: mm hands in hair i give it back 

kelli-: explores with my tongue 

Master_joe: hold you there a bit 

Master_joe: tongues you back deep 

kelli-: breaks the kiss but not the hold on Joes head as I straighten up .. moving my body 

against his face until i'm straight up and my knees and his nose is in my belly button 

kelli-: ON my knees 

kelli-: giggles as I acknowledge Mike  

NeveahCaine: *is sat on again and just wiggles beneath the weight * Mylsssssssssssssss   

you're on my legs  

kelli-: jumps down off the bar  

Master_joe: mm breaks away 

kelli-: does a sexy little dance back to where Mike is sitting 



GuitarslingerMike: smiles as kelli wanders over... eyes looking her up and down...  

mylstoknowhere: slips off ur legs but doesnt slip to far away ..actually still touching u ..... 

kelli-: watching Mike check me out so I do a slow spin ..  

GuitarslingerMike: mmmmm. so gorgeous kelli.  

NeveahCaine: *a blush ran over my flesh as you slid down the length of my legs, tugging 

my stockings slightly with you as thighs peeked from above them. * 

kelli-: stands infront of you .. looking down at the skin tight, stretchy terry cloth short 

shorts .. the waist band seems to be full ... hmmm 

GuitarslingerMike: looking up at kelli...  

GuitarslingerMike: definitely a good problem to have.  

kelli-: any suggestions Mike? 

GuitarslingerMike: wiggles a finger upright in the air...  

GuitarslingerMike: there must be rom in the back someplace right?  

GuitarslingerMike: grins...  

kelli-: moves close and turns  

Poppy England: *bends over, putting her towel on the ground and slips into the hot tub 

to think about dancing 

GuitarslingerMike: slides my hands to her hips as she spins...  

kelli-: easy .. we do have rules and we are in the room LOL 

GuitarslingerMike: fingers slowly fingding the seam right in the middle...  

GuitarslingerMike: nods...  

GuitarslingerMike: just finding the right spot.  

kelli-: smiles 

GuitarslingerMike: wiggles the bills from the small of her back into the waist band of the 

shorts...  

GuitarslingerMike: the tops sticking out half way...  

GuitarslingerMike: nods...  

GuitarslingerMike: that looks about right.  

kelli-: the seam is lined up perfectly with MY seam  

GuitarslingerMike: grins...  

GuitarslingerMike: what a coincidence!  

GuitarslingerMike: lol  

GuitarslingerMike: lines the bills up with the seams...  

kelli-: the skin tight short short show of the rounded but solid orbs barely contained 

within the confines of the tight fabric 

kelli-: show off 

GuitarslingerMike: pats her butt softly..  

GuitarslingerMike: thank you kelli. sorry that I only caught the end of your dance.  

kelli-: grins and moves away 

kelli-: you are welcome .. leans down and gives you are long wet kiss 

GuitarslingerMike: kisses her back softly...  

kelli-: I hope you .. like what you saw .. of it 

Master_joe: loved it 



Master_joe:    

Master_joe:    

kelli-: looks over at Joe and breaks out in a huge grin 

kelli-: I heard that 

GuitarslingerMike: nods...  

GuitarslingerMike: definitely!  

kelli-: looks around for a vacant seat at the bar 

Master_joe: next to  me 

kelli-: moves to the vacant seat offered by Joe 

Master_joe: mmm sit  let me 

kelli-: wouldn't want to mess up what they have going 

 

 

 

 


